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(54) Title: OPERATING A DEVICE TO CAPTURE HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE IMAGES

(57) Abstract: Some embodiments provide a method of operating a device
to capture an image of a high dynamic range (HDR) scene. Upon the de

Figure 1 vice entering an HDR mode, the method captures and stores multiple im
ages at a first image exposure level. Upon receiving a command to capture
the HDR scene, the method captures a first image at a second image expo
sure level. The method selects a second image from the captured plurality
of images. The method composites the first and second images to produce
a composite image that captures the HDR scene. In some embodiments,
the method captures multiple images at multiple different exposure levels.
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OPERATING A DEVICE
TO CAPTURE HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE IMAGES

BACKGROUND

[0001] In recent years, there has been a proliferation of digital cameras, as standalone

devices and as parts of more complex devices, such as cellular phones, smart phones, other

mobile computing devices, etc. With this proliferation, manufacturers have rapidly increased the

technical features of the digital cameras on these devices. For instance, many mobile devices

today typically include five megapixel cameras, which are often needed to produce high quality

images.

[0002] Unfortunately, even though the technical specifications of such cameras have

improved, these cameras often cannot capture and produce high quality images because the

image processing capabilities of these cameras have not matched their improving hardware

capabilities. For instance, many cameras today still do a poor job of capturing and producing

images with high dynamic range (HDR).

[0003] A classic example of an HDR scene is a person standing indoors in front of a

window during daytime. Many cameras capturing such a scene produce an image that has a

bright background with a dark foreground that does not show all the features of the person. The

problem of capturing such an HDR scene by a mobile device's camera (e.g., by a phone's

camera) is exacerbated by the small image sensors employed by such a camera.



BRIEF SUMMARY

[0004] Some embodiments of the invention provide a mobile device that captures and

produces images with high dynamic ranges. To capture and produce a high dynamic range

image, the mobile device of some embodiments includes novel image capture and processing

modules. In some embodiments, the mobile device produces a high dynamic range (HDR) image

by (1) having its image capture module rapidly capture a succession of images at different image

exposure durations, and (2) having its image processing module composite these images to

produce the HDR image.

[0005] To rapidly capture a succession of images, the image capture module of some

embodiments takes two actions. First, after the mobile device enters its HDR mode or after it

enters an image-capture mode (also referred to, below, as a camera mode), it starts capturing

images at a particular frame rate. In some embodiments, the frame rate is about 15 frames per

second (fps). In other embodiments, the initial frame rate is different under different lighting

conditions (e.g., 15 fps for normal lighting conditions, 10 fps for darker conditions, etc.).

[0006] This frame rate allows the camera to capture images at the normal exposure

setting for the current lighting condition (i.e., allows the camera to capture each image with an

exposure duration that the image capture module computes as the normal exposure duration for

the current lighting condition). The image capture module stores each image that it captures at

the particular frame rate in a frame buffer of the device. In some embodiments, the capture

module writes to this frame buffer in a circular manner that allows the module to delete earlier

stored frames before later stored frames when the buffer reaches its maximum storage capacity.

[0007] Second, when the mobile device enters a high dynamic range (HDR) mode, the

image capture module computes the exposure durations for capturing an underexposed image

and an overexposed image for the lighting condition under which the camera is capturing the

images (referred to, below, as the current lighting condition). Different embodiments of the

invention employ different techniques for computing the durations of the overexposed and

underexposed images. For instance, some embodiments compute the duration of the overexposed

and underexposed images based on a histogram of the normally exposed images that the device

is capturing at the particular frame rate.

[0008] After the device enters its HDR mode, the device can be directed to take an HDR

image (e.g., by the user of the device, by a timer on the device, by a remote user or timer, etc.)



When the device is directed to take the HDR image, the image capture module of some

embodiments then captures two images in quick succession. One image is an overexposed image

that it captures based on the overexposed duration that it previously computed for the current

lighting condition, while the other image is the underexposed image that it captures based on the

underexposed duration that it previously computed for the current lighting condition. In different

embodiments, the image capture module captures the overexposed and underexposed images in

different orders (e.g., some embodiments capture the overexposed image first, while other

embodiments capture the underexposed image first).

[0009] In addition to capturing the overexposed and underexposed images, the image

capture module also retrieves an image that it captured earlier at the normal exposure duration

and stored in its frame buffer. This module provides each of the three images to the image

processing module. In some embodiments, the image capture module provides the three images

in the color space in which the camera captured the images. For example, the image capture

module of some embodiments captures and provides these images in the Y'CbCr (luma, blue-

chroma, and red-chroma) color space. Some embodiments reverse gamma correct the camera's

Y'CbCr (luma) images to YCbCr (luminance, blue-chroma, red-chroma) images before

performing various image editing operations and then gamma correct the resulting YCbCr

(luminance) image to a Y'CbCr (luma) image.

[0010] The image processing module then performs two operations. The first operation is

an alignment of all three images with each other, as the camera might have moved during the

time that it captured the three images. Different embodiments perform this alignment differently.

For instance, to align two images, some embodiments perform a hierarchical search that tries to

identify matching features in the two images. To identify matching features, some embodiments

examine only the luma component (e.g., Y'-channel component for a Y'CbCr color space) of the

two images. The luma component of an image is sometimes referred to herein as a "luma image"

or as an "image". The two luma images are decimated by a certain factor (e.g., two) in each

direction several times (e.g., six times) until several pairs of luma images are identified. Each

pair of luma images is used for performing the search at a different level in the search hierarchy.

At each level, a bitmap is generated for each luma image (e.g., by using the median luma value

for that level to generate pixel values to 1 or 0 based on whether they are greater or less than the

median value).



[001 ] At each level, at least one bitmap is divided into several tiles with each tile

encompassing several pixels. The tiles are used to identify corresponding matching tiles in the

other bitmap, and thereby identify an offset between the two bitmaps. In some embodiments,

some of the tiles are discarded when the tiles contain only white pixels, only black pixels, less

than a threshold of white pixels, or less than a threshold of black pixels. These tiles are tiles that

do not have a sufficient number of features (e.g., edges) that can be used to match up with other

tiles. These tiles are discarded in order to speed up the process for comparing the tiles and

thereby identifying the offset between the two pairs of bitmaps.

[0012] Based on the remaining tiles, the two bitmaps are compared at various different

offsets in order to identify the offset that best aligns the two bitmaps at the current resolution

level of the hierarchy. If the current resolution level of the hierarchy is not the highest resolution

level of the hierarchy, the image processing module of some embodiments then uses the

computed offset for the current resolution level of the hierarchy as the starting point for

searching in the next level of the hierarchy. In this next level, the module again generates two

bitmaps for the two different luma images for that level of the hierarchy, and then searches for an

offset starting at the specified starting point for the search.

[0013] In the hierarchical comparison of the luma component of two images, the offset

that is identified at the highest level of the hierarchy is the offset between the two images. Once

the image processing module has determined this offset between one image (e.g., the regularly

exposed image) and each of the other images (e.g., the overexposed image and the underexposed

image), it uses these offsets to align the three images. For instance, in some embodiments, it uses

these two offsets to crop the three images so that they all only include overlapping portions of

the same scene. Alternatively, instead of cropping all three images, some embodiments only crop

the overexposed and underexposed images and for the portions of these images that get cropped,

use the data from the normally exposed image to generate the composite HDR image. Also,

instead of cropping the images, other embodiments might use other operations (e.g., they might

identify the union of the images) to address non-overlapping regions in the images. Some

embodiments do not crop and instead repeat edge pixels. Repeating edge pixels leads to

acceptable results since the offset between images is typically small.

[0014] Also, chroma is typically in a Y'CbCr 4:2:2 or 4:2:0 format. This means that the

sampling of chroma is different than luma. In 4:2:2, chroma is half the horizontal size of luma,



while in 4:2:0, chroma is half the horizontal size and half the vertical size of luma. Accordingly,

when aligning the images, some embodiments adjust the vector for chroma based on this format.

[0015] After aligning the images, the image processing module performs its second

operation, which is the compositing of the three aligned images to produce a composite HD

image. In different embodiments, the image processing module uses different techniques to

composite the three images. For instance, some embodiments composite the three images by

performing different sets of operations for the luma channel of these images than for the chroma

channels of these images. Also, in generating the HDR composite image, some embodiments

might produce luma and chroma values that exceed a desired range of values. Accordingly, while

generating the HDR image, some embodiments concurrently perform scaling operations to

ensure that the luma and chroma values of the HDR image are generated within their desired

ranges.

[00 16] One of ordinary skill in the art will realize that the image capture and processing

operations can be implemented differently than those described above. For instance, instead of

returning only one normally exposed image from the frame buffer, the image capture module of

some embodiments returns several normally exposed images to the image processing module.

From this group, the image processing module then selects the normally exposed image that is

the sharpest and that best matches the captured overexposed and underexposed images.

Alternatively, in some embodiments, the image capture module only returns one normally

exposed image, but tries to ensure that this returned image is not blurred (i.e., is sharp). In

different embodiments, the image capture module tries to ensure that the image is sharp in

different ways. For instance, in some embodiments where the device has an accelerometer and/or

gyroscope, the image capture module uses data recorded from the accelerometer and/or

gyroscope to ascertain the likelihood of the blurriness of the normally exposed images in order to

select a normally exposed image that is sharp. Alternatively, in some embodiments, rather than

using normally exposed images from the frame buffer, after an HDR command is received, the

mobile device takes one or more images at a normal exposure as well as the overexposed and

underexposed images. In some such embodiments, the image processing module selects one of

the normally exposed images (e.g., the sharpest, the last, etc.) to use for generating a composite

HDR image.



[0017] The preceding Summary is intended to serve as a brief introduction to some

embodiments of the invention. It is not meant to be an introduction or overview of all inventive

subject matter disclosed in this document. The Detailed Description that follows and the

Drawings that are referred to in the Detailed Description will further describe the embodiments

described in the Summary as well as other embodiments. Accordingly, to understand all the

embodiments described by this document, a full review of the Summary, Detailed Description

and the Drawings is needed. Moreover, the claimed subject matters are not to be limited by the

illustrative details in the Summary, Detailed Description and the Drawings, but rather are to be

defined by the appended claims, because the claimed subject matters can be embodied in other

specific forms without departing from the spirit of the subject matters.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 8] Figure 1 illustrates a mobile device that captures and produces images with high

dynamic ranges.

[0019] Figure 2A illustrates the invocation of a high dynamic range (HDR) mode, and

the taking of an HDR picture in this mode, in a mobile device of some embodiments.

[0020] Figure 2B illustrates the display of a preview image during the invocation of a

high dynamic range (HDR) mode, and the taking of an HDR picture in this mode, in a mobile

device of some embodiments.

[0021] Figure 3 conceptually illustrates the software architecture of the mobile device of

some embodiments.

[0022] Figure 4 illustrates the operation of an image processing module during an HDR

image capture session.

[0023] Figure 5A illustrates the image capture module of some embodiments of the

invention.

[0024] Figure 5B illustrates the image capture module of some other embodiments of the

invention.

[0025] Figure 6 illustrates a process that conceptually represents a series of operations of

the image capture module during an HDR image capture session.

[0026] Figure 7 illustrates a process of some embodiments for generating a series of

bitmaps for aligning images.

[0027] Figure 8 illustrates examples of bitmaps made from decimated images of some

embodiments.

[0028] Figure 9 illustrates a process of some embodiments for determining an offset

vector that aligns two images.

[0029] Figure 10 illustrates a process for determining an offset vector for aligning two

bitmaps.

[0030] Figure 11 illustrates an example of the determination of a final offset vector.

[0031] Figure 12 illustrates a process for compositing the luma channel images of three

different exposures of the same scene and adjusting various luma values of the resulting

composite image.



[0032] Figure 13A illustrates an example of performing a compositing process on a

particular scene.

[0033] Figure 13B illustrates an example of performing the compositing process while

generating masks from separate images.

[0034] Figure 14 illustrates a process of some embodiments for compositing chroma

channel images.

[0035] Figure 15 illustrates an example of compositing chroma channel images in some

embodiments.

[0036] Figure 16 is an example of a mobile computing device 1600 of some

embodiments.

[0037] Figure 17 illustrates a touch I/O device.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] In the following detailed description of the invention, numerous details, examples,

and embodiments of the invention are set forth and described. However, it will be clear and

apparent to one skilled in the art that the invention is not limited to the embodiments set forth

and that the invention may be practiced without some of the specific details and examples

discussed.

[0039] Some embodiments of the invention provide a mobile device that captures and

produces images with high dynamic ranges. Figure 1 illustrates one such mobile device 100.

This mobile device can be a camera, a mobile phone, a smart phone, a personal digital assistant

(PDA), a tablet personal computer (such as an iPad®), a laptop, or any other type of mobile

computing device. Figure 1 illustrates the mobile device 100 capturing a digital picture of a

scene with a high dynamic range. In this scene, a person is standing in front of a window on a

sunny day while a car is driving in the background.

[0040] Figure 1 also illustrates that the mobile device 100 produces a high dynamic

range image 180 by capturing, aligning and compositing three images 135, 140, and 145 that are

captured at three different exposure settings. As shown in this figure, the mobile device 100

includes an image capture module 105 and an image processing module 110, which perform

operations that allow the mobile device to capture and produce a high dynamic range image. In

some embodiments, the mobile device produces a high dynamic range (HDR) image by (1)

having its image capture module rapidly capture a succession of images at different image

exposure durations, and (2) having its image processing module composite these images to

produce the HDR image. While the description herein includes three images, one of ordinary

skill in the art will realize that some embodiments use more than three images (e.g., some

embodiments use five images very overexposed, overexposed, normal, underexposed and very

underexposed). Some embodiments use variable numbers of images under various conditions.

[0041] To rapidly capture a succession of images, the image capture module of some

embodiments takes two actions when the camera enters a high dynamic range (HDR) mode.

First, it starts capturing images at a particular frame rate. In some embodiments, the frame rate is

about 15 frames per second (fps). In other embodiments, the initial frame rate is different under

different lighting conditions (e.g., 15 fps for normal lighting conditions, 10 fps for darker

conditions, etc.). This frame rate allows the camera to capture images at the normal exposure



setting for the current lighting condition (i.e., allows the camera to capture each image with an

exposure duration that the image capture module computes as the normal exposure duration for

the current lighting conditions). The image capture module stores each image that it captures at

the particular frame rate in a frame buffer (not shown) of the device. Tn some embodiments, the

capture module writes to this frame buffer in a circular manner that allows the module to delete

earlier stored frames before later stored frames when the buffer reaches its maximum storage

capacity.

[0042] Second, for the lighting condition under which the camera is capturing the images

(referred to below as the current lighting condition), the image capture module computes the

exposure durations for capturing an underexposed image and an overexposed image. For

instance, some embodiments compute the duration of the overexposed and underexposed images

based on the histogram of the normally exposed images that the device is capturing at the

particular frame rate. For example, if the normally exposed image has a large number of

saturated pixels, then the duration of the overexposed image is set to a smaller multiple of the

normal exposure duration than it would be if the normally exposed image had fewer saturated

pixels.

[0043] After the device enters its HDR mode, the device can be directed to take an HDR

image (e.g., by the user of the device, by a timer on the device, by a remote user or timer, etc.)

When the device is directed to take the HDR image, the image capture module of some

embodiments then captures two images in quick succession. One image is an overexposed image

that it captures based on the overexposed duration that it previously computed for the current

lighting condition, while the other image is the underexposed image that it captures based on the

underexposed duration that it previously computed for the current lighting condition. In different

embodiments, the image capture module captures the overexposed and underexposed images in

different orders (e.g., some embodiments capture the overexposed image first, while other

embodiments capture the underexposed image first).

[0044] In addition to capturing the overexposed and underexposed images, the image

capture module also retrieves an image that it captured earlier at the normal exposure duration

and stored in its frame buffer (e.g., the most recent image taken before the HDR capture

command). The image capture module 105 provides each of the three images to the image

processing module 110. Figure 1 illustrates these three images as an overexposed image 135, a



normally exposed image 140, and an underexposed image 145 at the output of the image capture

module 105. In some embodiments, the image capture module provides the three images in the

color space in which the camera captured the images. For example, the image capture module of

some embodiments captures and provides these images in the Y'CbCr color space.

[0045] The above description includes taking multiple images at a normal exposure

duration before an HDR capture command is received and taking the overexposed and

underexposed images after the HDR capture command is received. However, in some

embodiments, multiple underexposed images are taken before the HDR capture command is

received and the normally exposed and overexposed images are taken after the HDR capture

command is received. Additionally, in some embodiments, multiple overexposed images are

taken before the HDR capture command is received and the normally exposed and underexposed

images are taken after the HDR capture command is received.

[0046] As shown in Figure 1, the image processing module 110 in some embodiments

includes (1) an alignment module 115 that aligns the three images that it receives and (2) a

compositing module 120 that composites the three images that it receives to produce the HDR

image 180. The alignment module aligns all three images with each other, as the camera might

have moved during the time that it captured the three images.

[0047] As further shown in Figure 1, the alignment module 115 in some embodiments

includes (1) a search module 125 that compares the images to align them and (2) a cropping

module 130 that crops one or more of the aligned images to only include the areas that overlap

between the images. To align two images, the search module 125 performs a search that tries to

identify matching features in the two images. To do this, some embodiments examine only the

luma component (e.g., Y'-channel component for a Y'CbCr color space) of the two images.

[0048] In some embodiments, the search module 125 performs a hierarchical search that

initially decimates two luma images by a certain factor (e.g., two) in each direction several times

(e.g., six times) until several pairs of luma images are identified. Each pair of luma images is

used for performing the search at a different level in the search hierarchy. At each level, a bitmap

is generated for each luma image (e.g., by using the median luma value for that level to generate

pixel values to 1 or 0 based on whether they are greater or less than the median value).

[0049] At each level, the search module divides at least one bitmap into several tiles with

each tile encompassing several pixels. The module uses the tiles to identify corresponding



matching tiles in the other bitmap, and thereby identify an offset between the two bitmaps. In

some embodiments, the search module discards some of the tiles when the tiles contain only

white pixels, only black pixels, less than a threshold of white pixels, or less than a threshold of

black pixels. These tiles are tiles that do not have sufficient number of features (e.g., edges) that

can be used to match up with other tiles. These tiles are discarded in order to speed up the

process for comparing the tiles and thereby identifying the offset between the two pairs of

bitmaps.

[0050] Based on the remaining tiles, the search module compares the two bitmaps at

various different offsets in order to identify the offset that best aligns the two bitmaps at the

current resolution level of the hierarchy. If the current resolution level of the hierarchy is not the

highest resolution level of the hierarchy, the search module then uses the computed offset for the

current resolution level of the hierarchy as the starting point for searching in the next level of the

hierarchy. In this next level, the module again generates two bitmaps for the two different luma

images for that level of the hierarchy, and then searches for an offset starting at the specified

starting point for the search.

[0051] In the hierarchical comparison of the luma component of two images, the offset

that is identified at the highest level of the hierarchy is the offset between the two images. Once

the search module 125 completes its hierarchical searching of the two pairs of images, it

identifies two offsets that define the translation of two of the images so that all three images are

aligned. In the example illustrated in Figure 1, the search module in some embodiments

compares the luma component of the underexposed/overexposed image with the luma

component of the regularly exposed image. This comparison identifies two offsets, one defining

the translation between the underexposed luma image and normally exposed image, and the other

defining the translation between the overexposed luma image and the normally exposed image.

These two offsets, in turn, identify how the three images can be aligned as indicated by the

dashed lines in Figure 1 that identify the matching regions in the three luma images 1 0, 155

and 160.

[0052] Once the search module 125 has determined this offset between one image (e.g.,

the regularly exposed image) and each of the other images (e.g., the overexposed image and the

underexposed image), the cropping module 130 uses these offsets to trim the three images.

Specifically, in some embodiments, it uses these two offsets to crop the three images so that they



all only include overlapping portions of the same scene. Figure 1 illustrates the results of this

cropping by showing the cropped, aligned images 165, 170 and 175. Instead of cropping all three

images, some embodiments only crop the overexposed and underexposed images and for the

portions of these images that get cropped, use the data from the normally exposed image to

generate the composite HDR image. Alternatively, instead of cropping the images, other

embodiments might use other operations (e.g., they might identify the union of the images) to

address non-overlapping regions in the images. Some embodiments do not crop and instead

repeat edge pixels. Repeating edge pixels leads to acceptable results since the offset between

images is typically small.

[0053] Also, chroma is typically in a Y'CbCr 4:2:2 or 4:2:0 format. This means that the

sampling of chroma is different than luma. In 4:2:2, chroma is half the horizontal size of luma,

while in 4:2:0, chroma is half the horizontal size and half the vertical size of luma. Accordingly,

when aligning the images, some embodiments adjust the vector for chroma based on this format.

[0054] As shown in this figure, the compositing module 120 receives the cropped,

aligned images, which it then composites to produce the composite HDR image 180. In different

embodiments, the compositing module uses different techniques to composite the three images.

For instance, some embodiments composite the three images by performing different sets of

operations for the luma channel of these images than for the chroma channels of these images.

Also, in generating the HDR composite image, some embodiments might produce luma and

chroma values that exceed a desired range of values. Accordingly, while generating the HDR

image, the compositing module 120 of some embodiments concurrently performs scaling

operations to ensure that the luma and chroma values of the HDR image are generated within

their desired ranges.

[0055] One of ordinary skill in the art will realize that the image capture and processing

operations can be implemented differently than those described above. For instance, instead of

returning only one normally exposed image from the frame buffer (e.g., the most recent image),

the image capture module of some embodiments returns several normally exposed images to the

image processing module. From this group, the image processing module then selects the

normally exposed image that is the sharpest and/or that best matches the captured overexposed

and underexposed images. Alternatively, in some embodiments, the image capture module only

returns one normally exposed image, but tries to ensure that this returned image is not blurred



(i.e., is sharp). In different embodiments, the image capture module tries to ensure that the image

is sharp in different ways. For instance, in some embodiments where the device has an

accelerometer and/or gyroscope, the image capture module uses data recorded from the

accelerometer and/or gyroscope to ascertain the likelihood of the blurriness (e.g., to quantify one

or more motion related attributes) of the normally exposed images in order to select a normally

exposed image that is sharp. In some embodiments, the image capture module selects the most

recent image that is not likely to be blurred (e.g., has motion related attributes that are below a

certain motion threshold). Instead of, or in addition to using motion detecting sensors, some

embodiments determine which of multiple images is sharpest by using digital signal processing

techniques to determine the frequency content of each image. In such embodiments, the image

with the highest frequency content is identified as the sharpest image.

[0056] Alternatively, in some embodiments, rather than using normally exposed images

from the frame buffer, after an HDR capture command is received, the mobile device takes one

or more images at a normal exposure as well as the overexposed and underexposed images. In

some such embodiments, the image processing module selects one of the normally exposed

images (e.g., the sharpest, the last, etc.) to use for generating a composite HDR image.

[0057] Several more detailed embodiments of the invention are described below.

Section I describes how the user interface of some embodiments allows a user to invoke an HDR

mode and to capture an HDR image. Section II then describes the software architecture that the

media device uses in some embodiments to capture and process HDR images. Next, Section III

further describes the image capture module of the mobile device of some embodiments.

Section IV then describes the image alignment process of the mobile device's image processing

module in some embodiments. Section V next describes the image compositing process of the

mobile device's image processing module in some embodiments. Lastly, Section VI describes a

system architecture of the mobile device of some embodiments.

I. INVOCATION OF HDR MODE AND HDR CAPTURE

[0058] In some embodiments, HDR mode is indicated by selection in a user interface

(UI) of a mobile device. Figure 2A illustrates the invocation of the HDR mode and the taking of

an HDR picture during this mode, in a mobile device 200 of some embodiments. This figure

illustrates these operations in six stages, 245, 250, 255, 257, 260, and 265 of the user interface of

the device 200.



[0059] As shown in Figure 2A, the mobile device 200 includes a display area 220, an

image capture UI item 215, and a flash UI item 210. The display area 220 in some embodiments

displays an image of a scene captured by a sensor of the mobile device when the mobile device

has been placed in a mode to operate as a camera. The image capture U T item 215 is a user

selectable item that once selected by a user, directs the mobile device to capture one or more

images.

[0060] In some embodiments, the mobile device includes a flash for the camera.

Accordingly, in these embodiments, the flash UI item 210 allows the user to turn the flash on or

off. As further described below, the flash UI item 210 also allows a user to place the mobile

device's camera in an HDR mode.

[0061] The operation of the mobile device 200 in capturing an HDR image will now be

described. The first stage 245 shows the user interface of the mobile device after the device has

been placed in an image capture mode. In some embodiments, a user can place the device in this

mode by selecting a camera icon displayed in the display area 220. In some embodiments, when

the device enters the camera mode, the device starts capturing images, storing these images

temporarily in its frame buffer, and transiently displaying these images in the display area 220.

However, in order to highlight the flash item 210 and the sequence of UI items displayed and

operations performed, the first through fourth stages 245-257 in Figure 2A do not show any of

the images that are transiently displayed in the display area 220.

[0062] The second stage 250 shows the user selecting the flash UI item 210. As shown in

Figure 2A, the user can make this selection by touching (e.g., with a finger 225) the device's

touch-screen display area at the location of the flash item 210. The user can also select this item

through other UI selection techniques in some embodiments.

[0063] The third stage 255 shows that the selection of the flash item 210 results in the

display of a flash menu 230. This menu has a selectable UI item 280 for turning on the flash, a

selectable UI item 285 for turning off the flash, a selectable UI item 290 for setting the flash to

an auto flash mode, and a selectable UI item 235 for turning on the HDR image-capture mode.

While the selectable HDR-mode item 235 is shown for some embodiments to be part of the flash

menu 230 in Figure 2A, one of ordinary skill in the art will realize that this item 235 has a

different placement in the UI of the device in some embodiments.



[0064] The fourth stage 257 illustrates a user's selection of the HDR mode-selection item

235. This selection is made by touching (e.g., with a finger 240) the location of this item on the

mobile device's display touch screen. In some embodiments, the user can also select this mode

through other UI selection techniques.

[0065] The fifth stage 260 illustrates a user selecting the image capture item 215 by

touching (e.g., with a finger 270) the location of this item on the mobile device's display touch

screen. As with other selectable items in the display area, the user can select the image-capture

item in some embodiments through other UI selection techniques. The selection of the item 215

causes the device to capture an HDR image of the HDR scene (of a person standing in front of a

window on a sunny day) that the user is viewing in the display area 220. Again, even before

entering the HDR mode and receiving the selection of the image-capture item, the display area

transiently displays the images, such as preview image 262, that the camera temporarily and

repeatedly captures when it enters the camera mode. However, as mentioned above, these

transiently displayed images are not shown in stages 245-257 of Figure 2A in order not to

obscure the display of the UI items and the selection of various UI items.

[0066] The sixth stage 265 illustrates the HDR image 267 that the camera captures and

stores upon the selection of the image-capture item 15. This image in some embodiments is the

image-processed digital picture that the device produces after having its image capture module

capture several images at different exposures in sequence and having its image compositing

modules composite these images. In some embodiments, the HDR image 267 includes details

that are not visible in the preview image 262. For example, HDR image 267 includes birds 275.

[0067] As mentioned above, preview image 262 is not shown in the display in Figure 2A

in order not to obscure the display of the UI items and their selection. Accordingly Figure 2B

illustrates the display of a preview image 262 during the stages of the HDR capture operation

described in relation to Figure 2A.

II. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

[0068] Figure 3 conceptually illustrates the software architecture 300 of the mobile

device of some embodiments. In some embodiments, this device can capture images of HDR

scenes, can processes these images to produce HDR images, and can encode these images (e.g.,

as JPEG images). To do these operations, this device includes a capture module (CM) driver 305,



a media exchange module 310, an encoder driver 320, and an image processing module 325, as

shown in Figure 3 .

[0069] In some embodiments, the media exchange module 310 allows programs on the

device that are consumers and producers of media content to exchange media content and

instructions regarding the processing of the media content. Accordingly, in some embodiments,

the media exchange module 310 routes instructions and media content between the image

processing module 325 and the CM driver 305, and between the image processing module 325

and the encoder driver 320. To facilitate the routing of such instructions and media content, the

media exchange module 310 of some embodiments provides a set of application programming

interfaces (APIs) for the consumers and producers of media content to use. In some such

embodiments, the media exchange module 310 is a set of one or more frameworks that is part of

an operating system running on the mobile device. One example of such a media exchange

module 310 is the Core Media framework provided by Apple Inc.

[0070] The image processing module 325 performs image processing on the images

captured by the camera of the device. Examples of such operations include exposure adjustment

operations, focus adjustment operations, perspective correction, image resizing, etc. In addition

to these operations, the image processing module 325 performs HDR image processing

operations. Specifically, in some embodiments, the module 325 includes the HDR image

processing module 110 of Figure 1. With this module 110, the module 325 performs the

alignment and compositing operations that were described above by reference to Figure 1.

[0071] Through the media exchange module 310, the image processing module 325

interfaces with the CM driver 305 and the encoder driver 320, as mentioned above. The CM

driver 305 serves as a communication interface between an image capture module (ICM) 330

and the media exchange module 310. The ICM 330 is the component of the mobile device that is

responsible for capturing a sequence of images at different resolutions that are needed to produce

an HDR image.

[0072] From the image processing module 325 through the media exchange module 310,

the CM driver 305 receives instructions that the device has entered an HDR mode and that an

HDR image capture request has been made. The CM driver 305 relays such requests to the ICM

330, and in response receives the necessary set of images at different resolutions for producing



the HDR image. The CM driver 305 then sends these images to the image processing module

325 through the media exchange module 310.

[0073] The encoder driver 320 serves as a communication interface between the media

exchange module 310 and an encoder hardware 335 (e.g., an encoder chip, an encoding

component on a system on chip, etc.). In some embodiments, the encoder driver 320 receives

images (e.g., generated HDR images) and requests to encode the images from the image

processing module 325 through the media exchange module 310. The encoder driver 320 sends

the images to be encoded to the encoder 335, which then performs picture encoding (e.g., JPEG

encoding) on the images. When the encoder driver 320 receives encoded images from the

encoder 335, the encoder driver 320 sends the encoded images back to the image processing

module 325 through the media exchange module 310.

[0074] In some embodiments, the image processing module 325 can perform different

operations on the encoded images that it receives from the encoder. Examples of such operations

include storing the encoded images in a storage of the device, transmitting the encoded images

through a network interface of the device to another device, etc.

[0075] In some embodiments, some or all of the modules 305, 310, 320, and 325 are part

of the operating system of the device. Other embodiments implement the media exchange

module 310, the CM driver 305, and the encoder driver 320 as part of the operating system of the

device, while having the image processing module 325 as an application that runs on the

operating system. Still other implementations of the module 300 are possible.

[0076] The operation of the image processing module 325 during an HDR image capture

session will now be described by reference to Figure 4 . This figure illustrates conceptually a

process 400 that represents one series of operations that the image processing module 325

performs in some embodiments to produce an encoded HDR image. The image processing

module 325 performs this process 400 each time the device enters the HDR mode (e.g., upon

selection of the HDR selection item 235 in the example illustrated in Figure 2A). Accordingly,

as shown in Figure 4, the image processing module 325 initially enters (at 405) the HDR mode.

[0077] Next, the module 325 instructs (at 410) the image capture module 330 to enter its

HDR image capture mode through the media exchange module 310 and the CM driver 305.

Upon receiving this instruction, the image capture module 330 computes the exposure durations

for producing overexposed and underexposed images at the current lighting conditions, as



mentioned above and further described below. Also, at this stage, the image capture module 330

is capturing normally exposed images and temporarily storing them in a frame buffer. To capture

such images, the image capture module 330 computes exposure duration repeatedly while the

device is in its camera mode operation.

[0078] After instructing the image capture module 330 to enter its HDR mode, the image

processing module 325 instructs (at 415) the image capture module 330 that it has received a

command to capture and produce an HDR image (e.g., upon selection of the picture capture item

215 in the example illustrated in Figure 2A). This instruction is relayed to the image capture

module 330 through the media exchange module 310 and the CM driver 305.

[0079] In response to this instruction, the image capture module 330 captures in quick

succession an overexposed image that it captures based on the overexposed duration that it

previously computed for the current lighting condition, and an underexposed image that it

captures based on the underexposed duration that it previously computed for the current lighting

condition. In addition to these images, the image capture module also retrieves an image that it

captured earlier at the normal exposure duration and stored in its frame buffer.

[0080] Through the CM driver 305 and the media exchange module 310, the image

processing module 325 receives (at 415) each of the three images from the image capture module

330. In some embodiments, the image processing module 325 receives the three images in the

color space in which the camera captured the images. For example, the image capture module

330 of some embodiments captures and provides these images in the Y'CbCr color space.

[0081] The image processing module then aligns (at 420) all three images with each

other, as the camera might have moved during the time that it captured the three images. As

mentioned above and further described below, the image processing module uses a hierarchical

search technique to pairwise align the overexposed and the underexposed images with the

regularly exposed image.

[0082] After aligning the images, the image processing module composites (at 425) the

image data in the three images to produce a composite HDR image. In different embodiments,

the image processing module uses different techniques to composite the three images. For

instance, some embodiments composite the three images by performing different sets of

operations for the luma channel of these images than for the chroma channels of these images.

Also, in generating the HDR composite image, some embodiments might produce luma and



chroma values that exceed a desired range of values. Accordingly, while generating the HDR

image, some embodiments concurrently perform scaling operations to ensure that the luma and

chroma values of the HDR image are generated within their desired ranges.

[0083] After producing the HDR image, the image processing module displays (at 425)

the generated HDR image. Next, this module directs (430) the encoder 335 (through the media

exchange module 310 and the encoder driver 320) to encode the HDR image. The encoder in

some embodiments encodes this image (e.g., encodes it into a JPEG format) and returns the

encoded HDR image. The image processing module in some embodiments then stores (at 430)

the encoded HDR image on a storage of the device. The image processing module of some

embodiments can also perform other operations with the encoded HDR image. For instance, in

some cases, the image processing module transmits the encoded generated image to another

device through a network connection established by the network interface of the device.

[0084] One of ordinary skill in the art will realize that the image processing operations

can be implemented differently than those described above. For instance, instead of only

processing one normally exposed image, the image processing module of some embodiments

examines several normally exposed images that the image capturing module returns. From this

group, the image processing module selects the normally exposed image that is the sharpest and

that best matches the captured overexposed and underexposed images. Alternatively, in some

embodiments, rather than using normally exposed images from the frame buffer, after an HDR

capture command is received, the mobile device takes one or more images at a normal exposure

as well as the overexposed and underexposed images. In some such embodiments, the image

processing module selects one of the normally exposed images (e.g., the sharpest, the last, etc.)

to use for generating a composite HDR image. In some embodiments, the normally exposed

images are taken after the HDR capture command rather than from the frame buffer.

[0085] One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that each method, taking the

normal image from a frame buffer and taking the normal image after the HDR command is

received, has some advantages over the other. The act of touching the HDR capture command

icon moves the mobile device away from where it was when the images in the frame buffer were

taken. In an image from the frame buffer is used, the movement of the mobile device caused by

touching the HDR capture command icon will occur between the taking of the normally exposed

image and the overexposed and underexposed images. If instead, a fresh normally exposed



image is taken after the HDR capture command icon is touched, the movement caused by the

touch will occur before the normal image is taken, rather than between the capture of the images.

Accordingly, taking a fresh normally exposed image can reduce the amount of movement of the

device during the capturing of the three exposures. Reducing the movement during the capturing

of the images increases the overlapping area to be composited.

[0086] As mentioned above, some embodiments display recent images from the frame

buffer as preview images, and use one of the preview images as the normally exposed image. A

possible advantage of using a normal image from the frame buffer is that the image would look

more like the preview image displayed before the HDR capture command is received. Another

possible advantage to retrieving the normal image from the frame buffer is that the time between

the HDR command being activated and the composite HDR image being displayed may be

shorter (e.g., by the exposure time of the normally exposed image).

[0087] Because some embodiments use a newly captured normal exposure, rather than an

image from the frame buffer, some of those embodiments do not take normally exposed preview

images and store them in the frame buffer while the mobile device is in HDR mode. However,

even among embodiments that use normally exposed images captured after the HDR command

is received, some embodiments still take normally exposed preview images in order to collect

data about the lighting conditions, determine what normal exposure time to use, what exposure

values to use, etc.

III. IMAGE CAPTURE MODULE

[0088] Figure 5A illustrates the image capture module 330 of some embodiments of the

invention. At the direction of the image processing module 325, the image capture module 330

directs the device's camera to capture images. For instance, as mentioned above, the image

capture module 330 in some embodiments directs the camera to start capturing normally exposed

images at a particular frame rate when the device enters its camera mode of operation. Also,

when the device enters its HDR mode, the module 330 enters its HDR mode (at the direction of

the image processing module 325) by computing exposure durations for taking overexposed and

underexposed images. Subsequently, when it receives a capture image command while it is in its

HDR mode, the image capture module 330 in some embodiments (1) takes two successive

images, one with the overexposed duration and one with the underexposed duration, and (2)

returns these two images along with one or more normally exposed images from its frame buffer.



[0089] As shown in Figure 5A, the image capture module 330 includes a sensor module

515, a frame buffer 520, an image processing pipeline 525, a statistics engine 530 and a

controller module 535. In some embodiments, all of the modules of the image capture module

330 are implemented in hardware (e.g., ASTC, FPGA, SOC with a microcontroller, etc.), while in

other embodiments, some or all of the modules of the image capture module 330 are

implemented in software.

[0090] The sensor module 515 communicatively couples to a sensor interface 510 and a

camera sensor 505 of the device's camera. In some embodiments, the camera sensor 505 is a

CMOS sensor and the sensor interface 510 is part of the camera sensor 505. The communicative

coupling between the sensor module and the camera sensor/sensor interface is facilitated through

any number of known sensor interfaces. Through this communicative coupling, the sensor

module 515 can forward instructions to the camera to control various aspects of the camera's

operations such as its power level, zoom level, focus, exposure level, etc. In some embodiments,

these instructions typically originate from the controller module 535. Also, through its

communicative coupling with the camera, the sensor module 515 can direct the camera sensor to

start capturing images when the image processing module 325 requests the camera to start

capturing images and the sensor module 515 receives this request through the controller module

535, as further described below.

[0091] In some embodiments, Bayer filters are superimposed over the camera sensor and

thus the camera sensor outputs Bayer pattern images, which are stored in the sensor interface

associated with the camera sensor. A Bayer pattern image is an image where each pixel only

stores one color value: red, blue, or green. Through its coupling with the sensor interface 510, the

sensor module 515 retrieves raw Bayer pattern images stored in the camera sensor interface 510.

By controlling the rate at which the sensor module 515 retrieves images from a camera's sensor

interface, the sensor module 515 can control the frame rate of the images that are being captured

by a particular camera.

[0092] The sensor module 515 stores images that it retrieves from the sensor interface

510 in the frame buffer 520. The images stored in the frame buffer 520 are raw, unprocessed

images. Before the image processing module 325 can process these images, the image processing

pipeline 525 of the image capture module 330 needs to perform several pre-processing

operations on them. Different embodiments perform different sets of pre-processing operations.



For instance, in some embodiments, the image processing pipeline 525 includes a demosaicing

module (not shown) that reconstructs a red, green, blue (RGB) image from a Bayer pattern image

stored in the frame buffer 520, by interpolating the color values for each set of colors in the

Bayer pattern image. Also, the image processing pipeline 525 of some embodiments includes a

color space conversion module (not shown) that converts the RGB image to a Y'CbCr image.

Examples of other modules that are included in the image processing pipeline 525 of some

embodiments include modules that perform (1) bad pixel removal to attempt to correct bad pixels

in the images retrieved from the frame buffer, (2) lens shading correction to correct for image

defects caused by the camera lens, (3) white balance correction to adjust colors of the image to

render neutral colors correctly, etc. As used herein, the converting from one format to another

refers to using data from an image in one format to generate an image in a different format. In

some embodiments, the new version of the image replaces the old image; in other embodiments

both the old and new versions of the image are kept.

[0093] The statistics engine 530 collects image data at various stages of the image

processing pipeline 525. Also, in different embodiments, this engine collects data differently

from different stages of the image processing pipeline 525. The statistics engine 530 processes

the collected data, and, based on the processed data, adjusts the operations of the camera sensor

505 through the controller module 535 and the sensor module 515. Examples of such operations

include exposure and focus. In some embodiments, the exposure duration is determined by a

combination of the sensor integration time and the sensor/capture module analog/digital gains.

Although Figure 5A shows the statistics engine 530 controlling the camera sensor 505 through

the controller module 535, the statistics engine 530 in other embodiments controls the camera

sensor through just the sensor module 515. Also, while the statistics engine 530 is shown to be

separate from the controller module 535, the operation of this engine is performed by the

controller module 535. In other words, the modularization of the statistics engine in Figure 5A is

a conceptualization of a series of operations that are performed by the image capture module

330.

[0094] The controller module 535 of some embodiments is a microcontroller that

controls the operation of the image capture module 330. For instance, in some embodiments, the

controller module 535 instructs the camera sensor 505 through the sensor module 515 to capture

images. Also, in some embodiments, the controller module 535 controls (1) the operation of the



camera sensors (e.g., exposure level) through the sensor module 515, (2) the operation of the

image processing pipeline 525, and (3) a flash/strobe (not shown), which is part of the mobile

device of some embodiments. Instead of receiving exposure settings from the controller module

535, or in conjunction with these settings, the camera sensor 505 or the sensor module 515 of

some embodiments use default values for the camera sensor operations.

[0095] Some embodiments of the controller module 535 process instructions received

from the statistics engine 530 and the capture module driver 305. In some embodiments, the

instructions received from the capture module driver 305 are instructions from the mobile device

(i.e., received from the local device) while in other embodiments the instructions received from

the capture module driver 305 are instructions from another device. Based on the processed

instructions, the controller module 535 can adjust the operation of the image capture module 330.

[0096] Figure 5B illustrates the image capture module 330 of some other embodiments

of the invention. In Figure 5B, the sensor module 515 does not control the camera sensor 505

directly and does not receive commands from the controller module 535. In this figure, the

controller module 535 controls the camera sensor 505. In Figure 5B, sensor module 515 passes

data from the sensor interface 510 to the frame buffer 520, just as the sensor module 515 in

Figure 5A does.

[0097] Figure 6 illustrates a process 600 that conceptually represents a series of

operations of the image capture module 330 during an HDR image capture session. This process

starts each time that the device enters its image-capture mode. As shown in Figure 6, this

process initially starts (at 605) capturing images at a particular default rate. Based on one or

more qualities (e.g., a histogram or a total light level) of one or more of the captured images, the

controller module 535 in some embodiments detects (at 605) the current light condition. Based

on the current light condition, the controller module defines (at 605) the exposure duration for

capturing a normally exposed image (referred to below as an EV0 image) and relays (at 605) this

exposure duration to the sensor module 515. In other embodiments, control logic associated with

the camera sensor 505 or sensor module 515 detects the light condition and defines the exposure

duration for the normal exposure (referred to as the EV0 exposure). In some embodiments, this

control logic includes light detection circuits that can quantify the amount of light under which

the device is operating.



[0098] Irrespective of where and how the normal exposure duration is calculated, the

process 600 starts to capture images at the normal exposure duration and stores the captured

images in the frame buffer. In some embodiments, the process 600 calculates the normal

exposure duration repeatedly during the image-capture session to identify the normal exposure

duration as the lighting condition changes.

[0099] After 605, the controller module 535 receives (at 610) an instruction that it has

received an HDR mode command from the image processing module 325 through the CM driver

305 and the media exchange module 310. Based on this command, the controller module 535

computes (at 615) the exposure durations for taking an overexposed and underexposed image

(taking an EV+ and EV- image) during the current lighting conditions. In some embodiments,

the controller module performs the operation 615 repeatedly during the HDR-capture session to

identify the overexposed and underexposed exposure duration as the lighting condition changes.

[00100] Next, at 620, the controller module 535 receives an instruction to take a picture.

In response, the controller module 535 directs (at 625 and 630) the sensor module to capture one

overexposed image at the overexposed duration and one underexposed image with the

underexposed duration. The controller module 535 then directs (at 635) the image processing

pipeline 525 to retrieve the captured EV+ and EV- images from the frame buffer along with one

or more EV0 images in the frame buffer. As mentioned above, the image capture module returns

several EV0 images to the image processing module 325 in some embodiments, in order to allow

the module 325 to select the best EV0 image for aligning with the EV+ and EV- images.

Alternatively, in some embodiments, the image capture module 330 only returns one normally

exposed image, but tries to ensure that this returned image is not blurred (i.e., is sharp). In

different embodiments, the image capture module 330 tries to ensure that the image is sharp in

different ways. For instance, in some embodiments where the device has an accelerometer and/or

gyroscope, the image capture module uses data recorded from the accelerometer and/or

gyroscope to ascertain the likelihood of the blurriness of the normally exposed images in order to

select a normally exposed image that is sharp.

[00101] In different embodiments, the controller module 535 directs (at 635) the image

processing pipeline 525 to retrieve the overexposed, underexposed and normally exposed images

differently. In some embodiments, the controller module 535 simply notifies the processing



pipeline 525 that the overexposed and underexposed images are being captured, and the

processing pipeline 525 retrieves the correct images from the frame buffer 520.

[00102] The image processing pipeline 525 pre-processes (at 640) each image retrieved

from the frame buffer 520. The image capture module 330 returns (at 640) each retrieved and

pre-processed image to the image processing module 325 for HDR image generation. After 640,

the process ends if the device is no longer in the HDR-capture mode, or returns to 620 to wait for

another "take picture" command.

[00103] The above description identifies the captured images as the source(s) of

information about lighting conditions. However, in some embodiments, the camera sensor 505

determines the lighting conditions without generating image data. The mobile devices of some

embodiments use additional sensors instead of or in addition to the camera sensor 505 to

determine the lighting conditions.

IV. IMAGE ALIGNMENT

A. Introduction

[00104] In order to make a composite image out of three images taken of a scene by a

mobile device, the pixels in each image that show a particular part of the scene must be

composited with the pixels in each of the other images that show that same part of the scene. If

the mobile device does not move while the images are being taken, then the pixels that represent

a particular part of a scene in each image will have the same coordinates in the image as the

pixels that represent the same part of the scene in each of the other images. Such images can be

characterized as aligned. However, if the mobile device moves during the taking of the images,

the pixels that represent a particular part of a scene in one image will have slightly different

coordinates than the pixels that represent the same part of the scene in the other images. In other

words, images taken by a moving device will be out of alignment.

[00105] Before compositing the images, some embodiments compensate for the

movement of the mobile device by aligning the images before compositing them. That is, the

number of pixels by which the raw images are offset from each other in vertical and in horizontal

directions are determined so that the mobile device can then combine pixels from each image

that correspond to the same part of the scene even though the corresponding pixels do not have

the same coordinates in each of the raw images. The offset that aligns corresponding pixels in

two images can be characterized as an offset vector, measured in pixels.



[00106] An offset between two images taken of the same scene can be caused by rotation

or translation of the mobile device while the images are taken. When a user commands a mobile

device of some embodiments to take a high dynamic range picture, the mobile device takes three

images in quick succession with very little time between taking each image. However, despite

the small time between taking each of the images, the handheld mobile device will most likely

move slightly in the course of taking the three images. For example, the action of touching the

mobile device to command it to take an HDR picture can move the device. Because of the

movement of the mobile device, each image will be taken from a slightly different position.

Because of the slight changes in position, the raw images will not be aligned with each other.

Before the high-dynamic range process can composite the images taken at different exposures,

the images must be aligned with each other (e.g., by the mobile device) by discovering the

specific offset vectors that will bring the images into alignment. Such alignments are part of a

process sometimes called "registration".

[00107] The number of pixels that an image is offset from another depends on how far the

camera moves (by translation and rotation) while taking the images and the scale of the images

(e.g., how many centimeters or degrees of the scene are represented by each pixel in an image).

For instance, the camera's rotation or translation movement might cause two images of the scene

to be 10 cm out of alignment (e.g., one image shows 10 cm more of the left side of the scene and

10 cm less of the right side of the scene than the other image). In such a case, if the scale of the

images equates the length of 1 pixel in an image to 1 cm in the scene, then the images will be 10

pixels out of alignment. This scale is provided to explain how a change in position of the image

relative to real world items in the scene can translate to a change in the image relative to the

pixels that make up the image. In some embodiments, the mobile device does not measure the

actual scale of the image.

[00108] The mobile device of some embodiments does not have an exact measure of how

far the device has moved in the course of taking the picture. Therefore, the offset that will align

the images in such embodiments is unknown when the images are taken. The mobile device of

some embodiments will identify offsets that align two images by testing a range of offset vectors.

The set of offset vectors in the range tested by a mobile device to determine whether they align a

given pair of images is referred to herein as "potential offset vectors" or "potential offsets". The

mobile device of some embodiments determines which potential offset vector will align the



images by comparing the images (or bitmaps derived from the images) at different values of the

offset vectors. The range of the potential offsets is limited in some embodiments to those offsets

that would leave a substantial overlap between the images. Offsets that would not leave a

substantial overlap are not tested in such embodiments because the compositing process works

primarily on the overlapping portions of the images. The movement of a mobile device in the

hands of a user who is trying to hold it steady while taking a picture is likely to be relatively

small; therefore the aligning offset is often small relative to the size of the images. However,

some embodiments test a larger range of offsets just in case the movement was larger than usual.

In some embodiments, one or more external sensors (e.g., gyroscopes, motion sensors, etc.) are

used to estimate the displacement and/or rotation of the mobile device. Such an estimate is used

in some embodiments to determine a starting point for searching for offset vectors. In some

embodiments the estimate is used to determine a range of offset vectors to search (e.g., if the

mobile device is held very steady, the search range is narrower than if the mobile device is held

less steady).

[00109] Even in embodiments that limit the range of potential offsets to those that leave a

substantial overlap between the images, the number of potential offsets can be large. For

example, if the potential offsets range from 0% to 6.4% of the width and height of an image that

is 1000 pixels square, the potential offset vector could be between 0 and 64 pixels in any

direction (up, down, left, or right). With that range of possible offset vectors, the total number of

possible offset vectors is about 16,000 (approximately 128 vertical pixels by 128 horizontal

pixels). When there are thousands of potential offset vectors to test, testing the potential offset

vectors by directly comparing large images (or large bitmaps) at each possible offset vector

requires a very large number of calculations.

[001 10] To reduce the number of calculations performed to find the actual offset, some

embodiments perform a hierarchical alignment process. The hierarchical alignment process of

some embodiments generates versions of the images at lower resolutions. The lower resolution

image contains the same scene, but with a larger scaling factor. For example, if a

1000x1000 (pixel x pixel) image represents a scene that is 10 m wide, then one pixel length in

the image represents 1 cm in the scene. One pixel length in a 500x500 resolution image

generated from the 1000x1000 image represents 2 cm in the scene. Similarly, one pixel length in

a 250x250 resolution image generated from the 500x500 image represents 4 cm in the scene.



[001 ] Because of the difference in scale (i.e., fewer pixels representing the same scene),

the potential offset vectors at lower resolutions cover the same fraction of the image, but the

absolute number of potential offset vectors is smaller. In the above example, dropping the

resolution by a factor of four (from 1000 pixels square to 250 pixels square) would reduce the

range of possible offsets from plus or minus 64 pixels to plus or minus 16 pixels (i.e., 64 pixels

divided by 4). Such a reduction decreases the number of possible offset vectors by a factor of 16

(i.e., from about 16,000 possible offset vectors to about 1,000 possible offset vectors). Such a

process finds the offset vector by starting with a first approximation and then determining the

actual offset vector through successively finer approximations.

[001 12] The processes of some embodiments calculate the successive approximations of

an offset vector that aligns two images by generating reduced resolution versions of the raw

images, generating 1-bit bitmaps from the lower resolution versions of the images, and aligning

the bitmaps. The bitmaps are aligned starting with the lowest resolution bitmaps. To align the

bitmaps, the processes compare two bitmaps to each other using various test offset vectors to

determine the actual offset vector between the bitmaps. The processes of some embodiments

compare a subset of the pixels in the bitmaps rather than comparing all the pixels in the bitmaps.

In some such embodiments, before comparing two bitmaps, the processes divide one or both

bitmaps into tiles and discards tiles that contain more than a threshold percentage of black pixels

or more than a threshold percentage of white pixels. Such processes then compare the pixels in

the remaining tiles to determme the offset vector between the bitmaps. The offset vector

identified for each resolution of bitmaps is used as a starting point for testing offset vectors for

the next higher resolution of bitmaps. These processes are further described in relation to

Figures 7-11, below.

B. Production of Bitmaps for Alignment

[001 13] Some embodiments produce multiple bitmaps to be used to search for the offset

vector that will align two images. Figure 7 illustrates a process 700 of some embodiments for

generating such a series of bitmaps for aligning images. As used herein, the term "bitmap" refers

to a version of an image with a color depth of one bit per pixel. Each pixel in such a bitmap can

be represented as either black or white.

[001 14] The process 700 receives (at 710) an original image. In some embodiments, the

images are received from the camera of the mobile device. The camera operations of the mobile



device of some embodiments are controlled by a program that is independent of a program that

performs process 700. In some such embodiments, the image is received from the program that

controls the camera operations. In other embodiments, a single program controls both the camera

operations and performs the process 700. In some such operations the program that is

implementing both the bitmap generation process 700 and the camera operations of the mobile

device receives the images from the camera hardware. The programs of some embodiments

receive images from a memory of the mobile device instead of or in addition to receiving images

from the camera hardware. Different embodiments of the mobile device provide the image in

different formats. In some embodiments, the images are represented in terms of a brightness

value and a set of color values for each pixel. For instance, in some embodiments, the process

receives the images in a Y'CbCr (luma, blue-chroma, and red-chroma) format. In some

embodiments, the images are represented in terms of different color component values. Instead

of or in addition to providing images in a luma/chroma format, the mobile device of some

embodiments provides images in terms of different color component values. The color

component values of some embodiments are provided in an RGB format (e.g., an sRGB image).

In such embodiments, the process 700 converts the images to a luma image as part of the

receiving operation.

[001 15] The process decimates (at 720) the original luma image. The decimation of the

original image creates a copy of the image at one half the resolution (in each dimension) of the

original. For example, if the original image has a resolution of 1920x1280, the copy will have a

resolution of 960x640.

[001 16] The process 700 performs the decimation a particular number of times to generate

a number of images with different resolution levels to use for successive approximations of the

offset vector, e.g., in the process of Figures 9-10. Various embodiments decimate the images

various numbers of times. In some embodiments, the number of decimations affects the range of

potential offsets. The lower the resolution of a given image, the fewer the number of potential

offset vectors there are for a given percentage of the image. Accordingly, in some embodiments,

the larger the range of potential offsets to be tested, the more levels of decimation are used. The

number of levels of decimation is pre-programmed in some embodiments. For example, some

embodiments provide an original image and five levels of decimation, with the lowest resolution

decimated image being l/32nd of the resolution of the original image (in each dimension) and



having 1/1 024th the number of pixels. Some embodiments provide an original image and six

levels of decimation, with the lowest resolution decimated image being l/64th of the resolution

of the original image (in each dimension) and having 1/4096th the number of pixels. The

decrease in the resolution results in a corresponding decrease in the number of potential offset

vectors in a given fraction of the image. Therefore, a 1 to 4096 reduction in the number of pixels

decreases the number of potential offset vectors in a given fraction of the image by a factor of

4096.

[001 17] The number of decimations is preset in some embodiments. However, local

conditions, such as a shaky hand or low light levels, can affect the motion of the mobile device.

Therefore, in addition to or instead of using a pre-set (default) number of decimations, some

embodiments allow the user to determine the number of decimation levels or have the mobile

device determine the number of decimation levels dynamically in response to one or more

variables available at the times that the original images are taken. For example, when taking the

three HDR images with longer total exposure times (e.g., in low light conditions) the user's hand

has more time to move, and thus can move farther at the same speed. Some embodiments

compensate for the additional movement by increasing the levels of decimation to compensate

for the additional time to move. The mobile devices of some embodiments include motion

sensors that provide at least some indication of how fast the user's hands are moving. In some

such embodiments, faster motion of the mobile device during the capture of the images prompts

the mobile device to produce more decimation levels.

[001 18] Regardless of how the number of decimations is determined, there are a finite

number of decimations. Accordingly, the process determines (at 730) whether the decimation has

been repeated enough times to generate the desired number of decimated images. If the

decimation has not been repeated enough times then the process returns to 720 to decimate the

image produced in the previous round of decimation. Each repetition of the decimation (at 720)

produces a new copy of the image at successively smaller resolutions. For example, if the

decimation is performed six times starting from an original image with a resolution of

1920x1280, then the total number of images would be seven (including the original image) with

resolutions 1920x1280 (original), 960x640 (first decimated image), 480x320 (second decimated

image), 240x160 (third decimated image), 120x80 (fourth decimated image), 60x40 (fifth

decimated image) and, 30x20 (sixth decimated image).



[001 19] The decimation in some embodiments is performed by any known method of

decimating images. For example, some embodiments use one or more of the following

techniques: (1) grouping the pixels into n-by-n squares, where n is the decimation factor (e.g., 2)

then averaging the values of the pixels in the squares, (2) a moving average filter, (3) a weighted

moving average filter, (4) selecting one pixel value in every n-by-n group (e.g., the median pixel

value or the pixel value at a particular location in the group, (5) using a least squares analysis

technique, (6) sub-sampling, and (7) other decimation methods.

[00120] Once the process 700 determines (at 730) that the correct number of decimated

images has been produced, from each image (i.e., the original luma image and each image

resulting from the decimations), the process generates a 1-bit bitmap. Bitmap images are

generated from the images because finding an offset between two bitmaps is computationally

less intense than directly finding an offset between the images themselves. The operations of

some embodiments for generating bitmaps compensate for differences in luma values that result

from the different exposure levels of images to be compared. Despite the different luma values in

each exposure, each exposure will show the brighter parts of the scene as being brighter than the

darker parts of the scene. More specifically, the lighter (and darker) half of the pixels in one

exposure will be a close match in shapes and positions for the lighter (and darker) half of the

pixels in the other exposure. The median luma value of each image is used to separate the

brighter half of the pixels in that image from the darker half of the pixels in that image. The

median luma value of an image is the luma value for which half the pixels in the image have a

lower luma value (or the same luma value) and half the pixels in the image have a higher luma

value (or the same luma value). Therefore, a threshold operation performed on each image using

the median luma value of that image will generate a bitmap that is approximately the same as the

bitmaps produced by the other images, regardless of the different exposure times.

[00121] Accordingly, to prepare for the generation of a bitmap from a luma image, the

process 700 identifies (at 740) a median luma value for each image (including the original and all

decimated images). The median luma value will be used to generate the bitmaps. As mentioned

above, by using the individual median luma value for each image, the alignment process 700

compensates for the different range of luma values in the differing exposures. One of ordinary

skill in the art will understand that some embodiments might use other methods for generating

the bitmaps. For example, the threshold of some embodiments is derived from the median luma



value (e.g., the threshold is the median luma value divided by 2), but is not the median luma

value. The threshold of some other embodiments is determined from some other characteristic of

the image (e.g., the threshold is the mean of the luma range rather than the median of the lumas).

[00122] The process then generates (at 750) a 1-bit bitmap version of each image by

performing a threshold operation using the median luma value of that image as the threshold

value. A threshold operation on a pixel in a luma image generates a corresponding pixel in the

bitmap. The threshold operation generates a white pixel in the bitmap if the corresponding pixel

in the image is lighter than the threshold luma value and generates a black pixel in the bitmap if

the corresponding pixel in the image is darker than the threshold luma value. Because the

threshold luma value used in this operation is the median luma value of the image used to

generate the bitmap, approximately half of the pixels in the bitmaps will be black and

approximately half of the pixels will be white. The process 700 then ends.

[00123] The process 700 was described above as including several features. One of

ordinary skill in the art will understand that not all of the features described above are found in

every embodiment. Also, various embodiments of process 700 have other features in addition to

or instead of one or more of the features described above. One of ordinary skill in the art will

realize that some individual embodiments include multiple features that are implemented as

alternatives to each other rather than implemented in the same operation. For example, the above

described process acts on luma images. However, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand

that some embodiments use luminance images (the luminance component of a YCbCr image)

instead of luma images. Still other embodiments use luma images in some cases and use

luminance images as an alternative in other cases. The above described process generates a

separate bitmap from a luma image, but in some embodiments, a bitmap overwrites the

corresponding luma image. The decimated images in some embodiments are overwritten during

the bitmap generation process or deleted after their respective bitmaps have been generated in

order to save memory.

[00124] Although the above described process 700 generates the bitmaps from the

decimated images after all the decimated images have been produced, one of ordinary skill in the

art will understand that some embodiments generate a bitmap from a decimated image after the

decimated image is produced, but before all the decimated images have been produced. The

above described embodiments decimate the images by a factor of 2 . However, one of ordinary



skill in the art will understand that some embodiments decimate the images by factors other than

2 . In the above described process, each decimated image is generated from the next highest

resolution decimated image. However, in some embodiments, decimated images are generated

using images other than the next highest resolution decimated image (e.g., a decimated image

can be produced from the original luma image or from a decimated image two resolution levels

up). In the process described above, a black pixel in the bitmap corresponds to a darker-than-the-

median pixel in the luma image and a white pixel in the bitmap corresponds to a lighter-than-the-

median pixel in the luma image. However, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that

"black" and "white" represents an arbitrary choice of colors to represent two possible binary

values of a pixel in the bitmap. In some embodiments, a darker pixel in the image will be

represented in the bitmap as a binary value "0" and a lighter pixel in the image will be

represented in the bitmap as a binary value "1". In other embodiments, a darker pixel in the

image will be represented in the bitmap as a binary value "1" and a lighter pixel in the image will

be represented in the bitmap as a binary value "0".

[00125] Figure 8 illustrates examples of bitmaps of some embodiments that can be used

to search for alignments. The bitmaps have been generated from an image of a car. The bitmaps

in Figure 8 are not drawn to scale. The figure includes original images 800 and 805, bitmaps

810A-810C and 815A-815C, and tiled bitmaps 820 and 825. Original image 800 is an image

taken with a medium duration exposure from the mobile device. Original image 805 is an image

from the same mobile device taken with a shorter duration exposure. Bitmaps 810A-810C are

bitmaps generated from copies (with different resolutions) of original image 800. Bitmaps 815A-

815C are bitmaps generated from copies (with different resolutions) of original image 805. Tiled

bitmap 820 is a copy of bitmap 8IOC that has been conceptually divided into tiles. Tiled bitmap

825 is a copy of bitmap 815C that has been conceptually divided into tiles.

[00126] The bitmaps in this figure with the same resolution can be compared to each other

to search for the offset of the original images 800 and 805. The offset of images 800 and 805 is a

vector that, when applied to one of the images, causes it to align with the other image. In this

case, the car in image 800 is closer to the right side of its image while the car in image 805 is

closer to the left side of its image. Therefore, applying an offset to image 805 that moved its

pixels to the right by the correct amount would align it with image 800.



[00127] The bitmaps 8 OA and 815A are offset by the same amount as the images 800 and

805 because bitmaps 810A and 815A were generated directly from the original images. The

offset of images 800 and 805 could be found by finding the offset of bitmaps 8 1OA and 815A.

However, finding the offset of bitmaps 1OA and 815C simply by trying every possible offset to

see if it aligns the bitmaps would be computationally expensive because of the large number of

possible offsets to be checked to align two high resolution bitmaps. Therefore, the processes of

some embodiments search for the correct alignment via a hierarchical process of successive

approximations rather than trying all possible offset vectors for the high resolution bitmaps.

[00128] The lowered resolution of the bitmaps 810C and 815C results in fewer possible

offsets to check when aligning bitmaps 8IOC and 815C. However, the lower number of possible

offsets to check also means less accuracy in the offset found at that resolution. Specifically, an

offset of one pixel between bitmaps 8IOC and 815C represents an offset of several pixels (e.g. 64

pixels) between original images 800 and 805, so an offset that aligns bitmaps IOC and 815C

will not precisely specify an offset that align bitmaps 8 1OA and 815A. However, an offset that

aligns bitmaps IOC and 15C can be used as a first approximation of the offset that aligns

bitmaps 8 1OA and 815A. The offset that aligns bitmaps 8IOC and 815C is a starting point in the

hierarchical process for finding offsets of higher resolution bitmaps.

[00129] The sets of successively larger bitmaps allow the value for the offset to be refined

using each successively higher resolution bitmap. In Figure 8, each consecutive bitmap in a

given column of bitmaps conceptually represents a bitmap generated from an image with half the

resolution of the image used to generate the previous bitmap in the column, so the offset of each

bitmap is half the offset of the next highest resolution. For example, bitmap 8 1OA was generated

from an original image 800 with resolution 1920x1280 (original) and bitmap 10B was

generated from a decimated copy (not shown) of original image 800 with resolution 960x640

(the first decimated image). An offset of 10 pixels to the right between bitmaps 8 10B and 15B

represents an offset of 20 pixels (plus or minus one pixel) to the right between bitmaps 81OA and

815A. When the offset for the larger resolution bitmaps 8 1OA and 815A is found, the starting

point for the search would be 20 pixels to the right. As further described with respect to Figures

9-11, below, the alignment process would then evaluate possible offsets within one pixel of the

starting point to search for the actual offset at 19 pixels, 20 pixels, and 2 1 pixels to the right.



[00130] In Figure 8, the ellipsis between bitmap 8 OB and 8IOC elides bitmaps of

successively smaller resolutions, generated from decimated images each with half the resolution

(in each dimension) of the preceding decimated image. As described with respect to Figure 7,

the decimation and generation of bitmaps continues for some particular number of levels of

resolution (e.g., six levels). In Figure 8, the bitmaps 810A-810C and 815A-815C and the

original images 800 and 805 are not drawn to scale.

[00 131] The embodiments described above generate each bitmap from a decimated image

with the same resolution as the generated bitmap. Alternatively, in some embodiments a bitmap

of a lower resolution can be generated from a higher resolution bitmap instead of from a

decimated image. Generating bitmaps from higher resolution bitmaps is faster in some

embodiments than generating bitmaps from decimated images. However, generating bitmaps

from higher resolution bitmaps instead of from decimated images tends to generate artifacts in

the bitmaps that can reduce the efficiency and/or accuracy of searches for offset vectors.

Therefore this technique is not used in all embodiments.

[00132] Some embodiments align bitmaps by dividing one or both bitmaps into tiles and

comparing the pixels in some or all of the tiles to corresponding pixels in the other bitmap to find

an offset vector that causes the features of each image to line up. The short description below is

for an embodiment that tiles one bitmap at each resolution.

[00133] The process of some embodiments compares the two bitmap images multiple

times using multiple test offset vectors. The comparison systematically compares pixels in one

bitmap (the "tiled bitmap") with the corresponding pixel in a second bitmap (the "target

bitmap"). The process compares pixels in the tiled bitmap with pixels in the target bitmap that

are offset by the offset vector. For each test offset vector, the process of some embodiments

counts the number of corresponding pixels that are different from each other. The closer the test

offset vector is to the actual offset between the two images, the smaller the number of pixels in

the two bitmaps that are different from the tiled bitmap to the (shifted) target bitmap.

[00134] Some bitmaps generated from decimated images include tiles that are almost all

black or almost all white. The omission of the tiles that are all black, almost all black, all white,

or almost all white from the comparison speeds up the comparison without changing the

identified offset vector in some embodiments. Therefore, some embodiments discard the black,

almost all black, white, and almost all white tiles from the comparison.



[00135] Accordingly, the bitmaps of some embodiments are conceptually divided into

tiles, such as tiled bitmaps 820 and 825, as part of a process (described in relation to Figures 9

and 10, below) for finding the offset vector. The each tile contains a number of pixels. In the

process of some embodiments for finding the offset vector of two bitmaps, tiles that are all black

or almost all black (e.g., the top half of the front wheel in tiled bitmap 820) with less than some

threshold number of white tiles are ignored and tiles that are all white (e.g., the left and top edge

tiles of tiled bitmap 820) or almost all white (e.g., the front windshield of tiled bitmap 820) with

less than some threshold number of black tiles are ignored. That is, the pixels within those tiles

are not included in the comparisons of the two bitmaps that are made while searching for an

offset vector that brings those two bitmaps into alignment.

C. Hierarchical Alignment of Images

[00136] Once bitmaps are produced in multiple resolutions, some embodiments use the

bitmaps to find offset vectors that align the images. Figures 9-10 illustrate a process 900 and a

process 1000 of some embodiments for finding an offset vector that aligns two images. For

clarity, the description of process 900 describes the alignment of two images with each other.

However, in some embodiments, the process 900 receives three sets of bitmaps for the three

original images of different exposures and aligns the three images. In aligning the three images,

the process 900 first aligns two images and then aligns the third image with one of the other two

images. Process 900 is a hierarchical process that finds the offset between two images by finding

a gross approximation for the offset using a low resolution bitmap then narrows in on the actual

offset value by finding successively closer approximations to the actual offset vector using

successively larger resolution bitmaps. The process tests nine candidate offset vectors at each

resolution to find which offset vector brings the bitmaps closest to alignment at that resolution.

[00137] Figures 9-10 will be described with references to Figure 11. Figure 11 illustrates

an example of finding an offset vector that aligns two images in some embodiments. This figure

shows, one hierarchical level at a time, how an offset vector between two images is found by

process 900. The figure includes rows/stages 1110-1140 and columns 1165-1180. Each of the

stages 1110-1 140 conceptually represents a hierarchical level in the identification of an offset

vector between two images. Each of the columns 1165-1 180 represents a significant feature of

each stage. The stages 1110-1 140 each include a decimated resolution (in column 1165), a



starting offset vector (in column 170), an identified addition to the offset vector (in column

1175), and a new offset vector (in column 1180).

[00138] The decimated resolution values of column 1165 identify the resolution of the

bitmaps to be compared in each stage. This conceptually illustrates the selection of resolutions in

process 900 (at 920 and 970). The starting offset vectors of column 1170 represent an offset

vector that acts as an origin around which the candidate vectors will be tested. Each row of

column 1175 includes nine candidate vectors. The arrows (and circle) in the various stages of

column 1175 conceptually illustrate a candidate vector selected by process 1000 as the candidate

offset vector that produces the best alignment of the bitmaps at that resolution. The new offset

vectors of column 1180 represent the vector sums of the starting offset vector and the vector

identified in column 1175 in the same stage. The offset vector in column 1180, in the final stage

1140 represents the offset of the two original, full resolution images.

[00139] In some embodiments, the process 900 uses bitmaps produced by a process such

as process 700 of Figure 7. The process 900 begins by receiving (at 910) two sets of bitmaps.

Each set of bitmaps has been generated from an original image from the mobile device. The

received sets of bitmaps include a range of resolutions each a factor of two smaller than the next

larger resolution. The process 900 selects (at 920) the lowest resolution bitmaps as the current

pair of bitmaps to work with (e.g., to find an offset vector that aligns the bitmaps). In the

example in Figure 11, stage 1 1 10 represents the lowest hierarchical level. The resolution of the

bitmap in stage 1110 is 30x20, as shown in column 1165.

[00140] As described above in relation to tiled bitmaps 820 and 825, the bitmaps can be

conceptually divided into tiles. The process 900 divides (at 930) the current bitmap in each set

into tiles. Some embodiments only divide one bitmap in each pair of bitmaps (with a common

resolution) into tiles. Each tile contains a particular set of pixels. In this context, a tile is

considered to contain a pixel when the pixel is within a range of locations identified by that tile.

For example, using the lower left pixel of a bitmap as coordinate (0, 0), a particular tile could

include all tiles with x-coordinates between 10 pixels and 19 pixels and y-coordinates between

20 pixels and 29 pixels. A pixel with coordinates (13, 25) would be a pixel in that tile and a pixel

with coordinates (22, 25) would be a pixel in a different tile. One of ordinary skill in the art will

understand that tiles can be different sizes in different embodiments and could even be different



sizes in the same embodiments. For example, tiles in different resolutions could be different

sizes. Tiles of some embodiments are different sizes relative to the resolution of the bitmaps.

[00141] Some tiles contain a significant number of both black pixels and white pixels.

Other tiles contain all (or almost all) black pixels or all (or almost all) white pixels. To speed up

later comparisons that find the offset vector that aligns two tiles, the process of some

embodiments discards (at 940) all tiles that contain mostly one color of pixels (black or white).

That is, when performing later comparisons to find how well a candidate offset vector aligns the

two bitmaps, the process 900 will not include the pixels from the discarded tiles in those

comparisons. In some embodiments, tiles are discarded if they have less than a threshold number

of the minority color. The threshold number in some embodiments is 5% of the total number of

pixels in the tile. In other embodiments, the threshold number of the minority color is some other

percentage of the pixels in the tile. Only one of the pair of bitmaps has tiles discarded in some

embodiments. In other embodiments, tiles are discarded from both bitmaps.

[00142] The process 900 identifies (at 950) an offset vector for aligning the two bitmaps

of the current resolution. Operation 950 for finding the offset vector is described further as

process 1000 of Figure 10. Figure 11 conceptually illustrates operation 950 in column 1175. For

example, as shown in column 1175, stage 1110, operation 950 evaluates all vectors within one

pixel of the origin to find the offset vector that provides the closest alignment between the

bitmaps at this resolution (30x20). The arrow in column 1175 at stage 1110 indicates that the

closest alignment is generated by offset (1, 1). In the lowest resolution stage 1110, operation 950

aligns bitmaps that are l/64th the resolution (in each dimension) of the original image. The

values of the identified offset vectors double at each stage, therefore the contribution of a

candidate offset vector in one stage doubles in every subsequent stage. For example, the selected

candidate offset vector in stage 1 1 10, column 1180 is (1, 1). This vector doubles in each

subsequent stage (6 times), making its total contribution to the final offset vector (64, 64).

Similarly, the selected candidate offset vector in stage 1120 (-1, -1) doubles 4 times making its

total contribution to the final offset vector a vector of (-16, -16).

[00143] Effectively, in terms of the actual offset vector between the full resolution

(1920x1280) images, in stage 1110, operation 950 finds that the offset between the two full

resolution images is (64, 64) (i.e., 64 times the identified offset vector). The offset (64, 64) is a

rough determination that will be refined in the later stages. For example, operation 950 in stage



11 5 could change the offset vector by 0 or ±32 in each direction (vertical and horizontal); in

stage 1120, it could change the offset vector by 0 or ±16 in each direction, and so on until stage

1140 that can change the offset vector by 0 or ± 1 in each direction. Accordingly, assuming a full

range of possible offsets in the later stage, rather than the specific offset vectors shown in Figure

11, given an offset of (1, 1) at the lowest resolution, in later stages, operation 950 could find a

final offset for the images of between 1 and 127 pixels in the horizontal direction and between 1

and 127 pixels in the vertical direction. Similarly, in stage 1115, operation 950 aligns bitmaps

that are l/32nd the resolution (in each dimension) of the actual image. In terms of the actual

offset vector between the full resolution (1920x1280) images, in stage 1 1 15, operation 950 finds

that the offset between the two full resolution images is (96, 64) (i.e., 32 times the identified

offset vector). The offset (96, 64) is still a rough determination that will be refined in the later

stages 1120-1 140. The later stages could adjust either value of the vector up or down by up to 3 1

pixels. Assuming a full range of possible offsets in the later stage, rather than the specific offset

vectors shown in Figure 11, given that the offset is (3, 2) at this resolution (60x40) the process

900 in the later stages could find a final offset for the images of between 33 and 95 pixels in the

horizontal direction and between 65 and 127 pixels in the vertical direction.

[00144] Once an offset vector has been found at a given resolution, process 900

determines (at 960) whether more bitmaps remain to be aligned. If the process determines (at

960) that more bitmaps need to be evaluated, then the process selects (at 970) the next lowest

resolution bitmap as the current bitmap. For example, in Figure 11, after stage 1110, operation

970 selects the next lowest resolution bitmaps, 60x40. The process then doubles (at 980) the

offset vector identified in operation 950 to use as a starting point for evaluating candidate offset

vectors for the bitmaps with the new resolution. For example, in Figure 11, the offset vector

(1, 1) in stage 1110, column 1180 is doubled from (1, 1) to (2, 2) in column 1170 of stage 1115.

In each stage, the starting offset vector is twice the new offset vector from the preceding stage to

account for the fact that the resolution of a stage is twice the resolution of the preceding stage.

Effectively, every coordinate of the bitmap doubles from one resolution to the next and the new

starting offset vector doubles accordingly.

[00145] If the process determines (at 960) that no more bitmaps need to be evaluated (i.e.,

when the most recently compared bitmaps were the full resolution bitmaps), the process 900 has

found the offset vector that will align the two original images. For example, in Figure 11, after



stage 140, there are no more bitmaps to evaluate. Accordingly, the offset vector in stage 140,

column 1180, specifically (87, 48) is the offset vector that aligns the two images. With the

images successfully aligned, the process 900 then ends.

[00146] As mentioned above, operation 950, which aligns a particular pair of bitmaps at a

given resolution is shown in more detail in Figure 10. Figure 10 illustrates a process 1000 for

finding an offset vector for aligning two bitmaps. The process 1000 compares pixels of the two

bitmaps, as shifted by various candidate offset vectors (and a starting offset vector, if any), and

finds which candidate offset vector produces the closest alignment. The process 1000 is part of

process 900 of some embodiments.

[00147] The process 1000 selects (at 1010) a candidate offset vector. The candidate offset

vector is a vector selected from a set of possible offset vectors. The possible offset vectors are all

vectors offset from the origin by zero or plus or minus one pixel vertically and by zero or plus or

minus one pixel horizontally. The candidate offset vectors are (-1, -1), (-1, 0), (-1, 1), (0, -1),

(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, -1), (1, 0), and (1, 1). The candidate offset vectors are illustrated in column 1175

of Figure 11.

[00148] The process adds (at 1020) the candidate offset vector to a starting offset vector to

generate a combined vector. The starting offset vector is the offset vector found by process 1000

as aligning the bitmaps of the previous resolution (if any). In Figure 11, in stage 1 1 10, the

lowest resolution bitmaps are aligned. There is no previous resolution, so the starting offset

vector is (0, 0). In the first stage with a non-zero starting offset vector (i.e., stage 1 1 15) the

process 1000 evaluates all possible offset vectors within one pixel of the starting offset vector

(2, 2). That is, in stage 1115, the process 1000 tests vectors (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2),

(2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2), and (3, 3).

[00149] As mentioned above, the arrows (and the circle in stage 1130) in column 1175

conceptually identify which candidate offset vector produces the least number of differences

when comparing the two bitmaps in the example shown in Figure 11. The arrow in column 1175

in stage 1115 indicates that the closest alignment is generated when candidate offset vector (1, 0)

is added to the starting offset vector (2, 2). When candidate offset vector (1, 0) is added to

starting offset vector (2, 2), the result is an offset vector (3, 2), as shown in column 1180 in stage

1115.



[00150] The process then compares (at 1030) the two bitmaps using the combined vector

as a test offset vector. The comparison systematically compares each pixel in every non-

discarded tile in the tiled bitmap with the corresponding pixel in the target bitmap. The

corresponding pixel in the target bitmap is the pixel whose coordinates in the target bitmap are

offset by the test offset vector from the coordinates of the pixel in the tiled bitmap. For example,

with a test offset vector of (25, 30), a pixel at coordinates (x, y) of the tiled bitmap will be

compared to a pixel at coordinates (x+25, y+30) of the target bitmap. An XOR operation is used

in some embodiments to compare two 1-bit values (e.g., the values of pixels in the two bitmaps)

to find out whether they are different from each other. If the pixels being compared are different

(i.e., one pixel is black and the other pixel is white), then the XOR operation produces an output

of one, if the pixels are the same (i.e., both pixels are black or both pixels are white), then the

XOR operation produces an output of zero. For each test offset vector, the process 1000 of some

embodiments counts the number of corresponding pixels that are different from each other. The

closer the test offset vector is to the actual offset between the two bitmaps, the smaller the

number of pixels in the two bitmaps that are different from the tiled bitmap to the (shifted) target

bitmap.

[00151] In comparing the bitmaps by counting how many pixels are different from one

bitmap to the (shifted) other bitmap, the process 1000 of some embodiments does not include the

pixels in the discarded tiles in the comparison. Only pixels that are in tiles with a significant

presence (e.g., more than 5% in some embodiments) of both black and while pixels are included

in the comparisons. In some embodiments that discard tiles from only one of the bitmaps, the

non-discarded tiles from the tiled bitmap specify which pixels will be compared. For example,

with a test offset vector of (25, 30), a pixel at coordinates (x, y) of the tiled bitmap will usually

be compared to a pixel at coordinates (x+25, y+30) of the target bitmap. However, if coordinates

(x, y) lie within a discarded tile of the tiled bitmap the pixel of the tiled bitmap at those

coordinates will not be compared with any pixel of the target bitmap. In other words, when the

coordinates (x, y) lie within a discarded tile of the tiled bitmap, then the process of some

embodiments will simply not run a comparison of the pixel at (x, y) of the tiled bitmap with the

pixel at (x+25, y+30) of the target bitmap or any other pixel of the target bitmap.

[00152] In some embodiments, the reason for discarding the tiles that are almost all black

or almost all white is that those tiles do not significantly affect the results. For example, if an all



white tile is in an all white region, then any small offset would align the white pixels in that tile

with another set of all white pixels in the corresponding region of the other bitmap. If each of the

candidate vectors would cause that white tile to be compared to a different set of all white pixels,

then comparisons of the pixels in the white tile with corresponding pixels in the target bitmap

would not provide any data that could be used to differentiate the offset vector from the other

candidate vectors.

[00153] The process stores (at 1040) a value determined by the number of pixels found to

be different from one bitmap to the other with the given test offset vector. In some embodiments,

the value is simply the number of pixels that are different. In other embodiments, the value is not

the actual number of pixels that are different, but is derived from the number of pixels that are

different.

[00154] The process then determines (at 1050) whether more candidate vectors need to be

evaluated. If more candidate vectors need to be evaluated, then the process returns to 1010 and

selects a new candidate vector. If all candidate vectors have been evaluated, the process

identifies (at 1060) the candidate vector that provides the best alignment of the bitmaps based on

the stored values for each. For example, in some embodiments, the candidate vector that resulted

in the lowest number of differences between the tiled bitmap and the shifted target bitmap is

identified as the candidate vector that provides the best alignment. The best candidate vector is

added (at 1070) to the starting offset vector to provide a new offset vector. The process 1000

then ends and process 900 resumes at 960.

[00155] The next highest resolution pair of bitmaps represents the same image as the

current resolution, but at a finer scale. Because of the finer scale, the new offset vector does not

identify the exact offset of the next highest resolution pair of bitmaps. However, finding the new

offset vector that best aligns bitmaps at one resolution narrows down the range of offset vectors

that could possibly provide the best alignment of the bitmaps at the next highest resolution. In

embodiments that double the resolution at each level, the precision of an alignment at a given

resolution is only half the precision of an alignment at the next highest resolution. The new offset

vector identified by process 1000 is accurate to within less than one pixel at the current

resolution. Accordingly, when the new offset vector is scaled up to the next resolution (e.g., in

operation 980), the uncertainty in the value of the alignment scales up as well. That is, if the next

resolution is twice as high as the current resolution, then the starting offset vector will be within



less than two pixels (in each direction) of the actual offset at that resolution. The set of all offset

vectors that are less than two pixels away from the starting offset vector includes nine vectors.

Specifically, the nine vectors are the vector sums of the starting offset vector and the nine

candidate offset vectors.

[00156] The starting offset vector for each resolution is derived from the new offset vector

that aligns the two bitmaps at the next lowest resolution. There is no next lowest resolution for

the lowest resolution bitmaps. Accordingly, the process 1000 doesn't have a starting offset

vector when it is aligning the lowest resolution bitmaps. For the lowest resolution bitmaps, the

range of possible offsets has not been narrowed, therefore, the offset vector that aligns the

bitmaps at the lowest resolution may be more than one pixel away from the starting point of the

search. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the process 1000 evaluates a larger range of

candidate offset vectors for the lowest resolution bitmaps than for the higher resolution bitmaps.

[00157] Depending on which candidate vectors are chosen at each stage, in an

embodiment with 6 levels of decimation, the possible values of the offset vectors found by the

hierarchical search of process 900 are from -127 to 127 horizontally, and -127 to 127 vertically.

Each successive stage narrows down the range of possible offset vectors by approximately a

factor of two. A value of 127 for the horizontal component of the offset will be reached if the

candidate offset vector selected at each level has a value of 1. In such a case, the lowest

resolution level contributes 64 pixels to the total; the next lowest resolution level contributes 32

pixels to the total, and so on until the highest resolution level contributes 1 pixel to the total.

[00158] While the preceding description included 9 candidate vectors at each resolution,

one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that other embodiments use different numbers of

candidate vectors. Some embodiments decimate by factors other than 2 . In such embodiments,

the number of candidate vectors increases to compensate for the larger increase in resolution

when going from a lower resolution to a higher resolution. For example the images are

decimated by a factor of 4 in each direction in some embodiments. In some such embodiments,

the starting offset vector is scaled by a factor of 4 (from one resolution to the next) and the

candidate vectors include all vectors within 3 pixels of the starting offset vector. Some such

embodiments use 49 candidate vectors.

[00159] While the preceding description included discarding predominantly white tiles

and predominantly black tiles at every resolution level, some embodiments discard tiles only at



higher resolution levels. At low resolutions, the number of pixels in an image is smaller, so

eliminating tiles is more likely to affect the outcome of the search. Additionally, the search for

offset vectors that align low resolution bitmaps is reasonably fast even without discarding tiles.

Due to the increased risk of error when discarding tiles at low resolutions, and the decreased

benefit to the speed of the search for offset vectors, some embodiments discard tiles only for

bitmaps above a certain resolution level. For example, some embodiments discard tiles only for

bitmaps generated from images with 5 levels of decimation. Similarly, some embodiments

discard tiles only for bitmaps generated from images with 4, 3, 2, 1, or 0 level(s) of decimation.

Some embodiments that discard tiles only for higher resolution images do not tile the lower

resolution bitmaps. Some such embodiments compare the entire bitmaps at low resolution levels.

Some embodiments exclude pixels near one or more edges of one or more of the bitmaps in

order to compare the same number of pixels for each offset.

V. IMAGE PROCESSING: HDR IMAGE GENERATION AND SCALING

A. Introduction

[00160] In photography, different scenes are photographed for different exposure

durations. Long exposure durations provide a high level of detail for dim objects. Short exposure

durations provide a high level of detail for bright objects. However, an exposure time that is not

matched to the brightness of an object being photographed can create poor results. For example,

when taking an image of a bright object, too long an exposure duration results in the saturation of

the sensors on which the image of that bright object is focused. Detail is lost in that case because

any light level above the saturation level simply appears as white (with the maximum value).

When all pixels appear white, the differences in light levels that would otherwise provide details

are not captured. Another example of poor results comes from taking an image of a dark object

with too short an exposure duration. Too short an exposure duration provides inadequate light for

the sensitivity of the sensors on which the image of the dark object is focused. The detail is lost

because the sensors can't accurately identify small percentage differences in the already small

amount of light received. Because different scenes look better with different exposure times,

photographers and automatic cameras adjust exposure times to compensate for lighting

conditions. The mobile devices of some embodiments also adjust exposure times in accord with

the lighting conditions of the scenes they are photographing. Long exposure times are used to

capture the detail of dark scenes; short exposure times are used to capture the detail of bright



scenes; and medium exposure times to capture the details of scenes that are between bright and

dark (midtones).

[00161] However, when one scene includes bright and dark objects as well as midtone

objects, an exposure time long enough to capture the details of the dark object will leave the

bright object saturated in the image and the midtone objects overly bright. An exposure time

short enough to capture the details of the bright object will leave the dark object mostly black

and the midtone objects too dark. An exposure time just right to catch the midtone items will

leave the dark objects too dark and the bright objects too bright.

[00162] To avoid the saturation of bright objects and low detail of dark objects, some

embodiments take three images at different exposures (overexposed, underexposed and normally

exposed) and composite the images in a way that emphasizes the details in each of the exposures

that that particular exposure captures well. The overexposed image shows good detail in the dark

areas; therefore the composite is weighted toward using pixels from the overexposed image to

generate pixels in the dark areas of the image. The underexposed image shows good detail in the

bright areas; therefore the composite is weighted toward using pixels from the underexposed

image to generate pixels in the bright areas of the image. The normally exposed image shows

good detail in the midtone areas; therefore the composite is weighted toward using pixels from

the normally exposed image for the midtone areas of the image.

[00163] After aligning the images, as described in section IV, the image processing

module of some embodiments performs the compositing of the three aligned images to produce a

composite HDR image. In different embodiments, the image processing module uses different

techniques to composite the three images. Some embodiments composite the three images by

performing separate sets of operations for a luma channel of these images than for the chroma

channels of these images. In some embodiments, the separate operations on the chroma channel

images are the same as or similar to the operations on the luma images. Also, in generating the

HDR composite image, some embodiments might produce luma and chroma values that exceed a

desired range of values. Accordingly, while generating the HDR image, some embodiments

concurrently perform scaling operations to ensure that the luma and chroma values of the HDR

image are generated within their desired ranges. In some embodiments, the generation of a final

HDR image is conceptually divided into HDR capturing operations and HDR rendering

operations. In the HDR capturing operations, an initial HDR image is generated from multiple



images taken with different exposure times. In the HDR rendering operations of some

embodiments, the initial HDR image is adjusted by one or more operations including boosting

the image's shadows, attenuating the image's highlights, histogram stretching of the image, and

chroma saturation of the chroma components of the image.

[00164] To identify which areas of each image should be used to generate the

corresponding areas of a composite luma image, some embodiments generate three masks. The

three masks correspond to the three exposure levels. To identify the areas of each exposure to

use in the composite, each mask provides a weighting factor at each point of its corresponding

exposure. In some embodiments, the normally exposed image is used to identify bright, dark, and

midtone areas of the image in order to generate the three masks. A composite image is then

generated, pixel by pixel, using the masks as a weighting factor for each pixel. A high value in a

particular mask for a particular pixel means that the pixel in the exposure corresponding to that

mask will strongly influence the corresponding pixel in the composite image. A low value in a

particular mask for a particular pixel means that the pixel in the exposure corresponding to that

mask will weakly influence the corresponding pixel in the composite image. At the extreme ends

of the scale, a value of one for a particular pixel in a mask of a particular exposure means that the

value of the corresponding pixel in the composite will entirely depend on the value of the

corresponding pixel in that exposure. Similarly, a value of zero for a particular pixel in a mask of

a particular exposure means that the value of the corresponding pixel in the composite will not

depend at all on the value of the corresponding pixel in that exposure.

[00165] While the masks weight the individual pixels, some embodiments also weight all

pixels in each image by a factor that compensates for the relative exposure times of each

exposure. In some embodiments, the exposure times used in these calculations are provided by

the camera of the mobile device.

[00166] In some embodiments, to make the colors scale properly with the luma values, the

chroma values of the images are also composited with a similar weighting scheme as the luma

values. That is, the chroma channels (Cb and Cr) of the exposures are composited with the same

masks and scaling as the luma channels of the exposures. The colors of the midtones of the

image are enhanced in some embodiments, either during the compositing or after the

compositing.

B. Compositing Luma or Luminance



[00167] The mobile devices of some embodiments generate HDR images by compositing

multiple images taken at different exposures. Compositing the images in some embodiments,

generates an image in which the value of each pixel is a weighted average of the values of

corresponding pixels in each of the three images. Tn some embodiments, the composite is a

weighted average of luma components of the images. In other embodiments, the composite is a

weighted average of luminance components of the images. That is, various embodiments

composite images in various different image formats. Some embodiments perform all operations

on images in a luma (Υ ') format. In other embodiments, all operations are performed on images

in a luminance (Y) format. In still other embodiments, the mobile devices start with images in a

luma (Υ ') format and convert the luma (Υ ') components to luminance (Y) components, then

perform operations on the luminance (Y) components. After luminance images are composited,

the mobile devices of some embodiments convert the resulting composite images from

luminance (Y) to luma (Υ '). The following description identifies some places in the compositing

process where such conversions can take place; however, one of ordinary skill in the art will

understand that in other embodiments, the conversions can take place during other parts of the

process.

[00168] Figure 12 illustrates a process 1200 for compositing the luma channel images of

three different exposures of the same scene and adjusting various luma values of the resulting

composite image. Process 1200 is performed each time the compositing module 120 receives

three (in some embodiments cropped) images from the alignment module 115. This process will

be described by reference to Figure 13A, which illustrates an example of performing the process

1200 on a particular scene. The process 1200 is explained with references to items in

Figure 13A, however one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that this is for ease of

explanation and that the calculations are not limited to the particular scene in that figure.

[00169] The scene in Figure 13A is a car sitting on a mountain road. The scene includes a

bright sky and backlit mountains that are dark as well as a car and road that are midtoned.

Figure 13A includes three images (e.g., color images) taken at different exposures 1310A-

13 IOC, the luma channel images (sometimes referred to as luma images) 1320A-1320C of each

of the images, masks 1330A-1330C, composite luma image 1340, Gaussian blurred composite

1350, highlight-attenuated image 1360A and shadow-enhanced image 1360B, composite image

1370 and final luma image 1380. The three images taken at different exposures 1310A-1310C



represent the color images taken at different exposure levels. Image 131 OA is the underexposed

image, 1310B is the normally exposed image, and 13 IOC is the overexposed image. In some

embodiments, image 1310A is exposed for ¼ as long as image 131 OB, and image 13 IOC is

exposed for 4 times as long as image 1 1OB. The exposure time ratios may be numbers other

than 4 in the same embodiment or in other embodiments. The luma channel images 1320A-

1320C represent only the luma information of the color images 1310A-1310C. In some

embodiments, the luma channel data is provided separately from the chroma channel data, while

in other embodiments, the luma channel data is extracted from the color images.

[00170] As described in relation to Figure 1, the mobile device of some embodiments

generates the three images (e.g., images 1310A-1310C) using different exposure times for each

image. In some embodiments, these exposure times are measured in terms of the exposure value

compensation (EV). For a given aperture of a camera on a mobile device, the amount of

exposure time is proportional to 2 to the power of the EV. For example, an EV of 3 increases the

exposure time by a factor of 8. In some embodiments, relative to the normally exposed image,

the overexposed image is shot with an EV of +2 and the underexposed image is shot with an EV

of -2. In such embodiments, the overexposed image is exposed for 4 times as long as the

normally exposed image and the underexposed image is exposed for ¼ as long as the normally

exposed image. Various embodiments use different EV values than plus or minus 2 . Some

embodiments adjust EVs for different lighting conditions. For example, some embodiments

determine which exposure values to use based on a histogram of the normally exposed image

(e.g., a histogram generated from a normally exposed preview image). Some such embodiments

maintain a constant difference between EV+ value and the EV- value. In some embodiments, the

EV of the overexposure can be a different magnitude from the EV of the underexposure in some

lighting conditions. For example, some embodiments use EV -3 and EV + 1 for the underexposed

and overexposed images respectively in very bright scenes. Some embodiments use EV - 1 and

EV +3 for the underexposed and overexposed images respectively in very dark scenes.

[00171] The compositing process 1200 of Figure 12 initially performs the HDR capture

operations, beginning with three luma images taken with different exposure times (e.g., luma

images 1320A-1320C). The process generates (at 1210) three masks, corresponding to the three

luma images 1320A-1320C, from the normally exposed luma image 1320B. The normally

exposed luma image 1320B is used to identify which parts of the scene being photographed are



bright, which parts are midtoned, and which parts of the scene are dark. In Figure 13A, the

bright areas of the normally exposed luma image 1320B include the sky and the wheels of the

car, the dark areas include the mountains, and the midtone areas include the body of the car and

the road. The masks are a set of weights for compositing the pixels Tn some embodiments, each

mask has the same resolution as the images to be composited. The masks can be represented as

an image, and it is convenient to describe the values in a mask as pixel values, however the data

in the masks is intended for use in compositing calculations, not primarily for visual display.

[00172] The three masks correspond to the three luma images 1320A-1320C. The

underexposed luma image 1320A provides the best detail in bright areas. Therefore, the mask

1330A for the underexposed luma image 1320A has high values for pixels that correspond to

bright pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B and low values for pixels that

correspond to medium and dark pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B. The

overexposed luma image 1320C provides the best detail in dark areas. Therefore, mask 1330C

for the overexposed luma image 1320C has high values for pixels that correspond to dark pixels

in the normally exposed luma image 1320B and low values for pixels that correspond to medium

and bright pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B. The normally exposed luma image

1320B provides the best detail in midtone areas. Therefore, mask 133 0B for the normally

exposed luma image 1320B has high values for pixels that correspond to midtone pixels in the

normally exposed luma image 1320B and low values for pixels that correspond to bright and

dark pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B.

[00173] Some embodiments provide masks with a range of values to blend the pixels from

different luma images 1320A-1320C, rather than using separate pixels from each image. The

higher the value of a pixel in a mask, the more influence the corresponding pixel in the

corresponding image has on the value of the corresponding pixel in the composite image. For

ease of identification of the areas of each image, the masks 1330A-1330C only have black areas

and white areas in Figure 13A, however a visual representation of the masks of some

embodiments would include grey pixels. Such grey pixels would represent pixels that influence,

but do not completely determine, the value of the corresponding pixel in the composite image.

[00174] The following equations (l)-(3) are used in some embodiments to generate the

masks. These equations result in three curves based on hyperbolic tangents that provide three

sets of weighting values that provide an initial bias to composite the HD image by taking



details of dark areas from the overexposed image, taking details of bright areas from the

underexposed image, and taking details of midtones from the normally exposed image, as

mentioned above. Instead of using equations/curves based on hyperbolic tangents, other

embodiments use other types of sigmoidal or other non-linear functions/curves to specify the

masking values used for selectively weighting the images to produce a composite image.

[00175] The equations herein follow a convention that each variable is represented by a

single capital letter, in some cases the capital letter is followed by a single lower case letter,

especially when variables that serve the same function for different masks or images are being

used. Variables that have different values for different individual pixels in the images are

denoted by a [x,y] following the initial letters to indicate that their value in the equation is

determined on a per pixel basis with the x and y representing the coordinates of the pixel in the

image. The variables with different values for different pixels are calculated for each pixel over

the entire range of pixels in the image. The equations are explained with references to items in

Figure 13A, however one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that this is for ease of

explanation and that the calculations are not limited to the particular scene in that figure.

[00176] In some embodiments, the values of the pixels in the masks 1330A-1330C are

generated using the following equations:

[00177] Mb[x,y] = 0.5* (tanh(-Sb*(Ln[x,y]-Tb))+l) (1)

[00178] Mu[x,y] = 0.5* (tanh(Su*(Ln[x,y]-Tu))+l) (2)

[00179] Mn[x,y] = 1- Mb[x,y] - Mu[x,y] (3)

[00180] In equation (1), Mb[x,y] represents the value of the overexposure mask 1330C at

coordinates [x,y] and is a function of the luma value Ln[x,y] of the corresponding pixel of the

normally exposed luma image 1320B. Tb is a threshold luma value for the overexposed image.

Sb affects the slope of the function. In any equation in which it appears herein, tanh is the

hyperbolic tangent. Instead of performing a tanh calculation in real-time, some embodiments use

a look-up table to identify values produced by tanh for a given input. Some embodiments use

look-up tables in place of other calculations instead of, or as well as, tanh.

[00181] In equation (2), Mu[x,y] represents the value of the underexposure mask 1330A at

coordinates [x,y]. Like Mb[x,y], it is also a function of the luma value Ln[x,y] of the

corresponding pixel of the normally exposed luma image 1320B. Tu is a threshold luma value



for the underexposed image. Su affects the slope of the function. In equation (3), Mn[x,y]

represents the value of the normal exposure mask 1330B at coordinates [x,y].

[00182] The purpose of the overexposure mask 1330C, is to increase the influence of the

pixels in dim areas (where the overexposed luma image 1320C provides good detail) and

increase the influence of the pixels in bright areas (where the overexposed luma image 1320C is

most likely saturated). Accordingly, in equation (1), the weighting of a pixel from overexposed

luma image 1320C is a smooth, decreasing function of the luma value of the corresponding pixel

in the normally exposed luma image 1320B. Sb has a negative sign in front of it, indicating that

positive values of Sb, as used in some embodiments, will result in a function that decreases with

luma value. For a positive value of Sb, the brighter a pixel in the normally exposed luma image

1320B is, the less weight is given to the corresponding pixel in the overexposed image when

generating the composite image.

[00183] As mentioned above, Tb is a threshold luma value for the overexposed image.

When a pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B has a value below Tb (darker than

threshold), the corresponding pixel of overexposure mask 1330C has a value of more than ½.

When a pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B has a value of Tb (at threshold), the

corresponding pixel of overexposure mask 1330C has a value of ½ . When a pixel in the normally

exposed luma image 1320B has a value above Tb (brighter than threshold), the corresponding

pixel of overexposure mask 1330C has a value of less than ½. In some embodiments, the value

of Tb is determined by dividing 0.015 by the median value of the luma of the pixels in the

normally exposed luma image 1320B. For example, if the median value for the lumas of the

pixels in normally exposed luma image 1320B is 0.1, then the value of Tb would be 0.15. In

some embodiments, the value of Tb is determined by dividing 0.02 (or some other value) by the

median value of the luma of the pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B. Some

embodiments have different ways of calculating Tb depending on characteristics of the images.

For example, some embodiments calculate Tb based on the average (mean) luma of a luma

image (e.g., 1320B) rather than from the median luma.

[00184] Sb determines how quickly the function Mb[x,y] changes around the threshold

value Tb. A very high value for Sb, results in a rapid change. For a high value of Sb, pixels in

the normally exposed luma image 1320B with a luma value just above the threshold Tb will

result in the corresponding pixel in the mask 1330C having a very low value. The low value of



the pixel in the mask means that the corresponding pixel in the overexposed luma image 1320C

will have almost no influence on the value of the corresponding pixel of the composite image

1340. Pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B with a luma value just below the

threshold will result in the corresponding pixel in the mask 1330C having a very high value (with

a maximum of 1). The value of the corresponding pixel in the overexposed luma image 1320C

will almost entirely determine the value of the corresponding pixel of the composite image 1340.

In contrast, a low value of Sb will result in a gradual shift in influence when crossing the

threshold. For a low value of Sb, pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B with a luma

value just below the threshold will result in the corresponding pixel in the mask 1330C having

slightly more than 50% influence on the corresponding pixel of the composite image 1340. For a

low value of Sb, pixels in the normally exposed luma image 1320B with a luma value just above

the threshold will result in the corresponding pixel in the mask 1330C having slightly less than

50% influence on the corresponding pixel of the composite image 1340. In some embodiments,

the value of Sb is 10.

[00185] The purpose of the underexposure mask 1330A, is to increase the influence of the

pixels in bright areas (where the underexposed luma image 1320A provides good detail) and

decrease the influence of the pixels in dim areas (where the underexposed luma image 1320A is

most likely too dark to show details). Accordingly, in equation (2) the values of the pixels in the

underexposure mask 1330A should be an increasing function of the luma value of the

corresponding pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B. The slope determiner Su does

not have a minus in front of it, therefore positive values of Su result in a positive function of

luma. The threshold Tu in equation (2) is different from the threshold Tb in equation (1). In some

embodiments, the value of Tu is determined by multiplying the median luma value of the

normally exposed luma image 1320B by 6 (or some other value). In some embodiments, when

the product of the median luma value and the factor (e.g. 6) is greater than 1, the value of Tu is

set to 1. Some embodiments have different ways of calculating Tu depending on characteristics

of the images. Similar to the case for Sb, the magnitude of Su determines how fast the influence

(on the composite image 1340) of the pixels of the underexposed luma image 1320A changes as

a function of the luma value of the corresponding pixel in the normally exposed luma image

1320B. A high value for Su provides for a rapid change from no influence to large influence as

the luma value of the pixels of normally exposed luma image 1320B go from below the threshold



Tu to above the threshold. A low value for Su provides for a gradual change from no influence to

large influence as the luma value of the pixels of normally exposed luma image 1320B go from

below the threshold Tu to above the threshold.

[001 86] The pixels of the normal exposure mask 1330B have a value of 1 minus the

values of the corresponding pixels in the other masks 1330A and 1330C. The normal exposure

mask 1330B has higher values where both the other masks have lower values and lower values

where either of the other masks (or their aggregate) have higher values. For example, assuming

that Su value is equal to the Sb value used to generate the other masks, the combined values of

the other two masks is lowest for pixels at the average value of Tb and Tu. Therefore, normal

exposure mask 1330B has its highest value for pixels in corresponding to pixels in normally

exposed luma image 1320B with luma values at the average value of Tb and Tu.

[00187] A visual representation of a mask that has a gradual transition (e.g., with a low

magnitude of Su or Sb) from one mask dominating the value of a pixel to another mask

dominating the value of the pixel would contain grey areas corresponding to areas of the

composite that were influenced partly by one mask and partly by another mask. In contrast, a

visual representation of a mask that has abrupt transitions (e.g., with a high magnitude of Su or

Sb) from one mask to another would be almost entirely black pixels and white pixels, with few

grey pixels (if any). The masks 1330A-1330C were generated using very high values of Su and

Sb, therefore they have no grey pixels. A pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B that

is any dimmer than the threshold Tb results in a white pixel in the overexposure mask 1330C. A

pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B that is any brighter than the threshold Tb

results in a black pixel in the overexposure mask 1330C. A pixel in the normally exposed luma

image 1320B that is any dimmer than the threshold Tu results in a black pixel in the

underexposure mask 1330A. A pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B that is any

brighter than the threshold Tu results in a white pixel in the overexposure mask 1330A. A pixel

in the normally exposed luma image 1320B that is between the thresholds Tu and Tb results in a

white pixel in the normal exposure mask 1330B. A pixel in the normally exposed luma image

1320B that is not between thresholds Tu and Tb results in a black pixel in the normal exposure

mask 1330B. In sum, the underexposure mask 1330A provides the entire weight (in the

composite) of the bright pixels, the normal exposure mask 1330B provides the entire weight of

the midrange pixels, and the overexposure mask provides the entire weight of the dark pixels.



The extreme cutoffs in masks 1330A-1330C are provided because they make it easy to identify

the various areas of high and low weight in a black and white figure. However, in embodiments

with lower values of Sb and Su, the corresponding masks would include a range of values. In

visual terms, the masks would include grey areas that represent shared influence over the luma of

the pixel in the composite.

[00188] To generate an overexposed image mask, some embodiments adjust the threshold

luma value Tb from the value described above. Some embodiments adjust the threshold luma

value Tb because the signal-to-noise ratio of the overexposed image decreases with increasing

exposure time (e.g., longer exposure times cause more noise in the image). Accordingly, to

reduce the noise in the composite image, some embodiments adjust the threshold luma value Tb

to include less of the overexposed image in the final composite. In some embodiments, the

following equation is used to adjust the threshold

[00189] Tb = Tb * 0.5 * (tanh(4*(Fb-Ft))+l) (4)

[00190] In equation (4), the first Tb is the threshold luma value after adjustment; the

second Tb is the threshold luma value before adjustment. Fb is the signal-to-noise ratio in

decibels (dB) of the overexposed image. Ft is a threshold signal-to-noise ratio. Signal-to-noise

ratios above the Ft threshold increase the threshold luma of the overexposed image, which

increases the number of pixels in the overexposed image that have a high influence on the

composite image 1340. In some embodiments, Ft is 24 dB. During calibration of the mobile

device (or a prototype of the mobile device) in some embodiments, the signal-to-noise ratio is

measured for a series of light levels (e.g., 5 light levels). These measured signal-to-noise ratios

are used to determine the signal-to-noise ratio for a given image. In some embodiments, the

calibration is performed on each mobile device. In other embodiments, the calibration is

performed on a sample (one or more) of the mobile devices to determine the calibration points

for that type of mobile device, these calibration points are then used for other mobile devices of

the same type. Some embodiments have default calibration points but allow new calibration

points to be calculated for a particular mobile device. The light level of a particular image is

determined by the mobile device when the image is captured. In embodiments with a calibrated

mobile device, based on the light level, the signal-to-noise ratio of the image is interpolated from

the signal-to-noise ratio of the calibration points.



[00191] In some embodiments, masking based on individual pixels can result in a loss of

contrast. More detail will be preserved when pixels that don't match the nearby pixels (bright

pixels in otherwise dark areas, etc.) are more heavily influenced by the images that provide the

best detail for that area, rather than the image that provides the best detail for that pixel value.

For example, in such embodiments, the composite value for a dark pixel in a bright background

would be most influenced by the corresponding pixel of the underexposed image that is better for

providing details for bright pixels (like the background) rather than by the overexposed image,

which is better for providing details for dark pixels. Furthermore, compositing without blurring

the mask can result in high frequency transitions in the composite between pixels derived from

different exposures because the weights are not spatially smooth. Therefore, some embodiments

blur the masks to reduce high frequency transitions in the composite by making the weights

spatially smooth, in addition to or instead of blurring the masks to improve contrast at the

boundaries between light and dark areas. Therefore, in some embodiments, process 1200 adjusts

(at 1215) the masks to improve contrast at the boundaries between light and dark areas and/or to

reduce high frequency transitions in the composite. Accordingly, the masks of some

embodiments are blurred before being applied as weights for the composite image 1340. In some

such embodiments, the masks are blurred using a equation such as:

[00192] Mb[x,y] = filter(Mb[x,y], k) (5)

[00193] Mu[x,y] = filter(Mu[x,y], k) (6)

[00194] In equation (5), the first Mb[x,y] represents the mask after the blurring filter is

applied; the second Mb[x,y] represents the mask before the blurring filter is applied. The filter in

equations (5) and (6) is a 2D filter operation using filter k . Item k is a 2D Gaussian filter kernel.

In some embodiments, a 7x7 or a 9x9 filter kernel is used with a pixel variance of 3. In equation

(6), the first Mu[x,y] represents the mask after the blurring filter is applied; the second Mu[x,y]

represents the mask before the blurring filter is applied.

[00195] The size of the filter kernel (k) can affect the results of the blurring operation.

Large values of k can result in large halo effects, but small values of k can result in a loss of

contrast within an area. The blurring ensures that the masks will provide weights based on the

brightness of the area a pixel is in, rather than providing weights based on the brightness of the

individual pixel. In some embodiments, this improves contrast within areas that have pixels from

multiple ranges (dark, midtone, and/or bright). Equations (5) and (6) are performed before



equation (3), in some embodiments, so that the normal exposure mask 1330B is generated from

the blurred masks generated by equations (5) and (6) rather than by the masks generated by

equations (1) and (2).

[001 6] The above description of mask generation describes the generation of masks using

data from a normally exposed luma image 1320B, but not the other luma images 1320A and

1320C. However, using the normally exposed luma image 1320B to generate all three masks

1330A-1330C can lead to situations where over-blown (e.g., saturated) areas of the overexposed

image are used. It can also lead to situations where areas of the underexposed image that are too

dark are used. Therefore, in some embodiments, masks generated from luma images are

generated using luma values from the overexposed and underexposed images instead of or in

addition to luma values from the normal image. Figure 13B illustrates an example of performing

the process 1200 and generating masks 1330A-1330C from each image. In Figure 13B, the

underexposure mask 1330A is generated from the underexposed luma image 1320A, the

overexposure mask 1330C is generated from the overexposed luma image 1320C and the normal

exposure mask 1330B is generated from the overexposed luma image 1320C and underexposed

luma image 1320A. Though Figure 13B shows the normal exposure mask as being generated

using the underexposed luma image 1320A and the overexposed luma image 1320C, in some

embodiments, the normal exposure mask 1330B is generated from the underexposure mask

1320A and the overexposure mask 1320C using equation (3). In some embodiments, the normal

exposure mask 1330B is generated from the underexposure mask 1320A and the overexposure

mask 1320C after the underexposure mask 1320A and the overexposure mask 1320C are blurred.

[00197] In some embodiments that generate masks from the underexposed and

overexposed images, the masks are generated using similar equations to equations (l)-(6), but

with the luma values (Lb[x,y]) from the overexposed images substituting for the Ln[x,y] for the

overexposure mask, the luma values (Lu[x,y]) from the underexposed image substituting for the

Ln[x,y] for the underexposure mask, and the thresholds adjusted accordingly. In some such

embodiments, the threshold values for calculating the overexposure and underexposure masks

are derived from the median luma values of the respective images. In other embodiments, the

threshold values are derived from the median luma value of the normally exposed image (e.g., in

the same way as in the above described embodiments that generate masks from the normally

exposed image). In other embodiments, the threshold values are set to default values of 0.4 for



Tb (for the overexposure mask) and 0.5 for Tu (for the underexposure mask). In still other

embodiments, the threshold values are set to default values of 0.5 for Tb (for the overexposure

mask) and 0.5 for Tu (for the underexposure mask).

[00198] After the process 1 00 has generated (at 1210) the masks (e.g., masks 1330A-

1330C). The process then generates (at 1220) a composite luma image (e.g., luma image 1340),

which includes details taken from each individual luma exposure (e.g., 1320A-1320C). In

composite luma image 1340 the details from the car body and road of normally exposed luma

image 1320B, the details from the mountains of the overexposed luma image 1320C, and the

details from the sky and wheels of underexposed luma image 1320A are all present. In some

embodiments, the luma images 1330A-1330C are composited using the following equation:

[00199] Lc[x,y] = Eb * Lb[x,y] * Mb[x,y]

+ En * Ln[x,y] * Mn[x,y]

+ Eu * Lu[x,y] * Mu[x,y] ( A)

[00200] In equation (7A), Lc[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

composite image 1340. Lb[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

overexposed (bright) luma image 1320C. Ln[x,y] and Lu[x,y] are the luma values for the

normally exposed luma image 1320B and underexposed luma image 1320A, respectively. Eb is

an exposure scaling factor for the exposure of the overexposed luma image 1320C. En and Eu

are the corresponding scaling factors for the normally exposed luma image 1320B and

underexposed luma image 1320A, respectively. Mb[x,y] represents the value of the overexposure

mask 1330C at coordinates [x,y]. Mn[x,y] and Mu[x,y] represent the values for the normal

exposure mask 1330B and underexposure mask 1330A, respectively. The value of a pixel in the

mask 1330C determines how much effect the corresponding pixel in the overexposed luma

image 1320C has on the composite image. The value of a pixel in the mask 1330B determines

how much effect the corresponding pixel in the normally exposed luma image 1320B has on the

composite image. The value of a pixel in the mask 1330A determines how much effect the

corresponding pixel in the underexposed luma image 1320A has on the composite image. In each

mask 1330A-1330C higher values mean more influence on the composite image.

[00201] The exposure scaling factors (Eu, En, and Eb) compensate for the different

exposure times of the images (e.g., if the overexposed image has 4 times the exposure time than

the normally exposed image then Eb=En/4). The more exposed images have higher luma values



because they are exposed longer, not because their data is "better", or because they represent

brighter parts of the image. Without compensating for the longer exposure time, the data from

the overexposed image would dominate the results more than their informational value would

indicate. Tn some embodiments, the ratio of the exposure times is something other than 4 . The

ratios of underexposed-duration to normal-exposure-duration are different than the ratios of

normal-exposure-duration to overexposed-duration in some embodiments. In such embodiments,

the exposure scaling factors would be adjusted to reflect the different ratios of exposure times.

[00202] In embodiments that use formats in which the values of the pixels are a linear

function of the light that reaches the corresponding sensors, the exposure scaling factors

compensate uniformly for the differences in pixel values caused by different exposure times.

When the values of the pixels are a linear function of the light that reaches the sensors, then, in

the absence of other factors (e.g., varying brightness of the part of the scene captured by a

particular sensor), the value of a pixel would be four times greater in an overexposed image with

four times the normal exposure time than the value of the corresponding pixel in a normally

exposed image of the same scene. In such a format, the pixels in each exposure of the same scene

have the same values relative to each other. That is, if one pixel in the normal exposed image is

twice the value of another pixel in the normal exposed image, then the pixel of the overexposed

image that corresponds to the first pixel in the normal image will have twice the value of the

pixel in the overexposed image that corresponds to the second pixel in the normal image.

[00203] Some mobile devices capture images in a format that includes a component (e.g.,

luminance) that is a linear function of the amount of light that reaches the sensors (up to a

saturation point). However, some such devices automatically convert the luminance images into

luma images using a non-linear transformation (e.g., gamma correction). Because of the non

linear transformation from luminance to luma, luma values are not a linear function of exposure

time. The luma values are not a linear function because gamma correction changes the values

near the bottom of the luminance range more than values near the middle and high ends of the

luminance range. Overexposed images, which are taken with long exposure times, are brighter

than normally exposed images and have luminance values that cluster near the top of the

luminance range of the camera. Underexposed images, which are taken with short exposure

times are darker than average and have luminance values that cluster near the bottom of the

luminance range of the camera. The images taken with normal exposures have luminance values



that cluster near the middle of the luminance range of the camera. Because of the different levels

of brightness of the different exposures, gamma correction can change the relative brightness of

corresponding objects in the different exposures differently. Changing the relative brightness of

objects in the different exposures affects the results of compositing the images.

[00204] Accordingly, to return the images to a format in which the values are a linear

function of exposure time, some embodiments reverse the gamma correction of the luma (Υ ')

components of the images to generate luminance (Y) images. Some such embodiments perform

operations on the luminance images, then apply a new gamma correction after the operations to

produce a final image with a luma (Υ ') component. The inverse gamma correction is performed

during compositing in some embodiments. Some such embodiments generate the composite

image using the following equation (7B) rather than using equation (7A)

[00205] Lc[x,y] = Eb * Lb[x,y] (l/y) * Mb[x,y]

+ En * Ln[x,y] (l/y) * Mn[x,y]

+ Eu * Lu[x,y] (l/y) * Mu[x,y] (7B)

[00206] Equation (7B) is almost the same as equation (7A), except that the luma values

Lb[x,y], Ln[x,y], and Lu[x,y] have been raised to the power of (l/ γ) . And the Lc[x,y] values are

luminance values rather than luma values. In some embodiments, the mobile device provides

luma values that are based on luminance values of a captured image raised to the power of

gamma (γ) (in some embodiments, gamma is equal to 1/2.2). The mobile devices of some

embodiments provide the value of gamma as metadata of the provided images. In some such

embodiments, the provided gamma is used in the equation (7B) to recreate the original

luminance values while the images are being composited. Other such embodiments perform the

inverse gamma correction before compositing the images and use equation (7A) on luminance

values generated in a separate operation from the compositing operation.

[00207] Similarly, while the above equations are described in terms of masks generated

from luma images, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that the masks of some

embodiments are generated from images in other formats. For example, in some embodiments

the masks are generated from luminance versions of one or more of the images, rather than luma

versions. In some embodiments, the type of image used to generate the masks (e.g., luma or

luminance) is the same as the type of image used to generate the composite. In other



embodiments, the type of image used to generate the masks (e.g., luma or luminance) is different

from the type of image used to generate the composite.

[00208] To generate the composite image using equations (7A) or (7B), the scaling factor

of the overexposed image (Eb) is adjusted from the actual ratio of exposure times in some

embodiments. Some embodiments use the following equation to adjust the scaling factor of the

overexposed image Eb to boost the shadows.

[00209] Eb = En/(Er + (2/3* (Ts-0.25) * ( 1 - Er) * ( 1 - tanh(12N - 3.5)))) (8)

[00210] In equation (8), Eb is the scaling factor for the overexposed image; En is the

scaling factor for the normally exposed image. Er is the ratio of the exposure time of the

normally exposed image to the exposure time of the overexposed image (e.g., 1/4 if the

overexposed image has 4 times as long an exposure as the normally exposed image), Ts is a

threshold factor. In some embodiments, Ts is set to 0.4. N is the median luma (on a luma scale

from 0 to 1). The median luminance is used for N instead of the median luma in some

embodiments.

[00211] In some embodiments, once equation (7A) or (7B) has been performed, the

calculated composite image is mapped back (e.g., rescaled) to a particular range (e.g., 0-1, or 0-

255) by a normalization:

[00212] Lc[x,y] = Ec * Lc[x,y]/max(Lc) ( A)

[00213] In equation (9A), the first Lc[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in

the composite image 1340 after the normalization, the second Lc[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at

coordinates [x,y] in the composite image before the normalization, max(Lc) is the maximum

luma value of any pixel in the composite image before the normalization and Ec is a scaling

factor specifying the range. Some embodiments normalize by the highest possible pixel value,

which is 1*Eu. This is done to avoid changing the over brightness of the HDR image compared

to EV0.

[00214] Some embodiments apply a different normalization factor rather than max(Lc).

Equation (9B) provides an alternate equation for normalizing the composite image.

[00215] Lc[x,y] = Ec * Lc[x,y]/Eu (9B)

[00216] In equation (9A), the first Lc[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in

the composite image 1340 after the normalization, the second Lc[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at

coordinates [x,y] in the composite image before the normalization, En/Eb is an exposure scaling



factor for the exposure of the overexposed image (e.g., if the overexposed image has four times

the exposure time of the normal exposure, then En/Eb=4) and Ec is a scaling factor specifying

the range. In some embodiments, Ec is set to 1, in other embodiments Ec is set to 1.2, in other

embodiments Ec is set to other values.

[00217] In some embodiments, the capturing operations end after the rescaling of equation

(9A) or (9B). In such embodiments, the rendering operations then begin when process 1200

generates (at 1230) a Gaussian blurred composite 1350 version of the composite luma image

1340. The Gaussian blurred composite 1350 is created for a reason similar to the reason for

creating the Gaussian blurs of the individual masks. The Gaussian blurred composite 1350 is

used as a weight for adjusting other images in other parts of the process 1200 and the blurring

enhances the effects (on the final images) of pixels that have very different values from the

pixels around them. The Gaussian blur is generated by a similar process to the mask blurring of

equations (5) and (6).

[00218] G[x,y] = filter(Lc[x,y], k) (10)

[00219] In equation (10), the G[x,y] represents the Gaussian blurred composite 1350.

Lc[x,y] represents the luma of a pixel at (x, y) of the composite image 1340. The filter is a 2D

filter operation using filter k . Item k is a 2D Gaussian filter. In some embodiments, a 7x7 or a

9x9 filter is used with a pixel variance of 3. The same filter and kernel are used in some

embodiments for blurring the masks in equations (5) and (6) and blurring the Gaussian blurred

image in equation (10), in other embodiments, different filters and/or kernels are used.

[00220] As with the masks, large values of k can result in large halo effects, but small

values of k can result in a loss of contrast within an area. The blurring ensures that the Gaussian

blurred composite 1350 will weight based on the brightness of the area a pixel is in, rather than

weighting based on the brightness of the individual pixel. In some embodiments, weighting

based on the area improves contrast within areas that have pixels from multiple ranges (dark,

medium, and/or bright).

[00221] Once the Gaussian blurred composite 1350 is generated, the process 1200

generates (at 1240) a highlight-attenuated image 1360A and a shadow-boosted image 1360B.

The shadow-boosted image 1360B includes an expanded range of light levels in the dark areas of

the image and a compressed range of light levels in the bright areas. In other words, in dark

areas, the difference between luma values is expanded in the shadow-boosted image. For



example, a pixel in the composite image 1340 with a luma of 0.02 might be converted into a

pixel in the shadow-boosted image of 0.14 and a pixel in the composite image 1340 with a luma

of 0.03 might be converted into a pixel in the shadow-boosted image of 0.19. In each case, the

magnitude of the luma values of the pixels increase, but more significantly, the difference in

magnitude of the luma values increases. For pixels in the brighter areas, the magnitude of the

luma values for the pixels also increases, but the difference between the magnitudes of the luma

values of two pixels decreases. In other words, the shadow boost increases brightness values

throughout the range, but in the lower end of the range, the increase between neighboring values

is more than in the higher end of the range (i.e., the increase in brightness of dark regions is more

than the increase of the brightness of bright regions).

[00222] Similarly, the highlight-attenuated image 1360A expands the range of lumas for

the brighter pixels and contracts the range of lumas for the darker pixels of composite image

1340. In other words, the highlight attenuation decreases brightness values throughout the range,

but in the high end of the range, the decrease between neighboring values is more than in the

lower end of the range (i.e., the decrease in brightness of bright regions is more than the decrease

of the brightness of dark regions).

[00223] In some embodiments, the shadow-boosted image 1360B is generated by the

following equation:

[00224] Ls[x,y] = Lc[x,y]/(Bs * G[x,y]+(1-Bs)) ( 11)

[00225] In equation (11), Ls[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

shadow-boosted image 1360B. G[x,y] is the value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

Gaussian blurred composite 1350. Bs is a scaling factor. Bs is equal to 0.83 in some

embodiments. In other embodiments, other values are used.

[00226] The highlight-attenuated image 1360A is generated by the following equation in

some embodiments:

[00227] Lh[x,y]=l-((1-Lc[x,y])/((1-Bh)*(l-G[x,y])+Bh)) (12)

[00228] In equation (12), Lh[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

highlight-attenuated image 1360A. G[x,y] is the value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

Gaussian blurred composite 1350. Bs is a scaling factor. In some embodiments, Bs is equal to

0.7. In other embodiments, other values are used for the scaling factor.



[00229] The process 1200 composites (at 1250) the shadow-boosted image 1360B and the

highlight-attenuated image 1360A to create a composite image 1370. The composite image 1370

of some embodiments is generated using the following equation:

[00230] Lc[x,y]= (Ls[x,y]*(l-G[x,y]))+(Lh[x,y]*G[x,y]) (13)

[00231] In equation (13), Lc[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

composite image 1370. Lh[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

highlight-attenuated image 1360A. G[x,y] is the value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

Gaussian blurred composite 1350. Ls[x,y] is the luma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in

the shadow-boosted image 1360B. The combination of the shadow-boosted image 1360B and the

highlight-attenuated image 1360A, as weighted in equation (13) has the net effect of

emphasizing details in both the bright and the dark areas of the image. In some embodiments, as

part of compositing the shadow-boosted image 1360B and the highlight-attenuated image

1360A, any pixels that have a luma greater than the top of the allowed range are reduced to the

top of the allowed range (e.g., a luma of 1.1 in a range from 0 to 1 would be dropped to a luma

of 1).

[00232] Some embodiments stop boosting and attenuating luma values at this point and

move on to operation 1260. However, in some embodiments, compositing the images 1360A and

1360B also includes a boost of the midtone pixels. Some such embodiments implement the

following equation to boost the midtones:

[00233] Lc[x,y]=Lc[x,y] (2 ((Bm*G[x,y]*(l- G[x,y])) 2) (14)

[00234] In equation (14), the first Lc[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in

the composite image 1370 after the boost of the midtone pixels. The second Lc[x,y] is the luma

of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the composite image before the boost of the midtone pixels.

G[x,y] is the value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the Gaussian blurred composite 1350. Bm

is a scaling factor that determines the boost curve. Some embodiments use other equations to

boost the midtones. As mentioned above, some embodiments don't boost the midtones.

[00235] In some embodiments that generate a composite luminance image 1340 (e.g.,

using equation (7B)) rather than a composite luma image 1340 (e.g., using equation (7A)), the

shadow-boosted image 1360B, the highlight-attenuated image 1360A, and the composite image

1370 is a luminance image rather than a luma image. That is, the images 1360A and 1360B and

1370 are all luminance images because they are generated (directly or indirectly) from a



luminance image 1340 rather than a luma image 1340. In some such embodiments, luminance

image 1370 is converted to luma image 1370 by a gamma correction (e.g., raising the luminance

values of the image 1370 to the power of gamma). The mobile device of some embodiments

provides the gamma value used to convert luminance image 1370 to luma image 1370. The

gamma value is 1/2.2 in some embodiments.

[00236] The various compositing processes can lead to images with luma values clustered

in one small area of the available range of values. For example, the image may have pixels that

are almost all darker than 50% of the available scale or have pixels that are almost all brighter

than 50% of the available scale. To increase the range of luma values in the image to take

advantage of the available scale, the process 1200 of some embodiments applies (at 1260) a

histogram stretching on the luma version of composite image 1370 to return it to the approximate

luma distribution of the original normally exposed luma image 1320B. The histogram stretching

generates a histogram of the lumas of the composite image 1370 and determines the range of

luma between the 0.5th percentile and the 99.5th percentile for image 1370. The process then

makes the same determinations for the pixels of the normally exposed luma image 1320B. The

process then applies the following equation to the pixels of the composite image 1370:

[00237] Lf[x,y]=(Lc[x,y]-Ll)*((H2-L2)/(Hl-Ll))+L2 (15)

[00238] In equation (15), Lf[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the final

composite image 1380. The Lc[x,y] is the luma of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the composite

image 1370. L I is a luma value that is dimmer than 99.5% of the pixels in the composite image

1370. H I is a luma value that is brighter than 99.5% of the pixels in the composite image 1370.

L2 is a luma value that is dimmer than 99.5% of the pixels in the normally exposed luma image

1320B. H2 is a luma value that is brighter than 99.5% of the pixels in the normally exposed luma

image 1320B. In some embodiments, the percentiles may be different.

[00239] This histogram stretching gives the picture the same overall lighting range as the

normally exposed luma image 1320B. The reason for the percentile cutoffs is to prevent any

pixels with outlying lumas from making an image with too compressed or too broad a range

compared to the original normally exposed luma image 1320B. Some embodiments then change

the luma values of pixels with luma values above the top of the available range to the top value

of the range. Some embodiments change the luma values of pixels with luma values below the

bottom of the available range to the bottom value of the range.



[00240] Some embodiments broaden the luma values to an arbitrary range (e.g., full

available range) in order to take advantage of the full range of available lumas. For example,

some embodiments broaden the luma to the full range when the original normally exposed luma

image 1320B has a narrow range of lumas. After the histogram stretching, the process 1200 then

ends.

[00241] The above description of the histogram stretching describes embodiments that

apply the histogram to a luma composite image 1370. However, in some embodiments, the

histogram stretching is applied to the luminance composite image 1370 and the gamma

correction is applied to a luminance version of final composite image 1380 to produce a luma

version of composite image 1380.

C. Compositing Chroma Channel Images

[00242] Images in a luma, blue-chroma, red-chroma (Y'CbCr) format or luminance, blue-

chroma, red-chroma (YCbCr) format have chrominance components (Cb & Cr) that carry color

information. Process 1200 composites the luma (or luminance) components of images in those

formats, but some embodiments composite the chrominance channel images of the images

1310A-1310C separately from the compositing of the luma components. In some embodiments,

the same masks that are used in compositing the luma images are used in compositing the

chrominance images. Figure 14 illustrates the process 1400 of some embodiments for

compositing chroma channel images. Figure 14 will be described in relation to Figure 15.

Figure 15 illustrates an example of compositing chroma channel images in some embodiments.

Figure 15 includes underexposed chroma channel images 1520A, normally exposed chroma

channel images 1520B, overexposed chroma channel images 1520C, composite chroma channel

image 1530, and imported data 1540 from luma compositing. Underexposed chroma channel

images 1520A include chroma values (e.g., Cr and Cb) from image 1310A. Normally exposed

chroma channel images 1520B include chroma values (e.g., Cr and Cb) from image 1310B.

Overexposed chroma channel images 1520C include chroma values (e.g., Cr and Cb) from image

13 IOC. In some embodiments, each set of chroma channel images (Cb and Cr) has the same

operations performed on it. The composite chroma image 1530 of some embodiments also

includes two channels of chroma data. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that in

some such embodiments, the compositing process is performed separately on each chroma

channel. However, for clarity, the description, below, of the chroma compositing process



sometimes refers to "pixels of the composite image", rather than "pixels of one channel of the

composite image".

[00243] The process 1400 begins by receiving (at 1410) overexposure, underexposure and

normal exposure masks (e.g., the masks generated during the luma compositing process 1200).

In Figure 15, the imported data 1540 includes these masks. In some embodiments, such masks

are generated separately for the process 1400, rather than being copies of the masks in the luma

compositing process. Different masks are used for the chroma compositing than the luma

compositing in some embodiments. For example, in some embodiments, the masks for the

chroma compositing are generated from the final luma composite image. Some embodiments

generate one set of masks from the normally exposed luma image and another set of masks from

the individual luma images and use each set for compositing a different type of image

component (e.g., one for luma and the other for chroma).

[00244] After the masks are received (or generated), the process 1400 generates (at 1420)

one chroma channel of a composite image from the masks (e.g., masks 1330A-1330C) and one

channel (i.e., either the Cb or Cr) of the chroma images 1520A-1520C. In some embodiments,

the channel of the chroma images 1520A-1520C are composited using the following equation:

[00245] Cc[x,y] = Eb * Cb[x,y] * Mb[x,y]

+ En * Cn[x,y] * Mn[x,y]

+ Eu * Cu[x,y] * Mu[x,y] (16)

[00246] In equation (16), Cc[x,y] is the chroma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in

the composite chroma channel image 1530 (of Figure 15). Cb[x,y] is the chroma value of the

pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the overexposed (bright) chroma channel image 1520C. Cn[x,y] and

Cu[x,y] are the chroma values for the normal chroma channel image 1520B and underexposed

chroma channel image 1 20A, respectively. Eb is an exposure scaling factor for the exposure of

the overexposed chroma channel image 1520C. En and Eu are the exposure scaling factors for

the normal chroma channel image 1520B and underexposed chroma channel image 1520A,

respectively. Mb[x,y] represents the value of the overexposure mask 1330C at coordinates [x,y].

Mn[x,y] and Mu[x,y] represent the values for the normal exposure mask 1330B and

underexposure mask 1330A, respectively. The value of a pixel in the mask 1330C determines

how much effect the corresponding pixel in the overexposed chroma channel image 1520C has

on the composite chroma. The value of a pixel in the mask 1330B determines how much effect



the corresponding pixel in the normal chroma channel image 1520B has on the composite

chroma. The value of a pixel in the mask 1330A determines how much effect the corresponding

pixel in the underexposed chroma channel image 1520A has on the composite chroma. In each

mask 1330A-1330C higher values mean more effect. By using the same masks as the luma

images, the chroma adjustment ensures that the color data of each pixel in the chroma channel

images 1520A-1520C will match the corresponding luma data for each pixel in the luma images.

For example, a particular pixel that gets 62% of its luma value from the corresponding pixel in

the overexposed luma image 1320C will also get 62% of its chroma values from the

corresponding pixel of the overexposed chroma channel images 1520C.

[00247] The process 1400 receives (at 1430) a Gaussian blurred mask. In some

embodiments this is a copy of the same Gaussian blurred composite 1350 generated from the

luma composite image 1340. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that the Gaussian

blurred composite 1350 can also be received at an earlier or later point in process 1400. The

process 1400 receives (at 1440) a histogram stretching value (e.g., (H2-L2)/(H1-L1), as seen in

equation (15)). This value is calculated independently in some embodiments during process 1400

rather than stored during process 1200 and received during process 1400.

[00248] The process 1400 then uses the Gaussian blurred composite 1350 and the

histogram stretching value to adjust (at 1450) the composite chroma. This adjustment also

involves multiplying the composite chroma image by a saturation factor in some embodiments.

Some embodiments provide a pre-programmed saturation factor. A user adjustable saturation

factor is provided in addition to or instead of the pre-programmed saturation factor in some

embodiments. In still other embodiments the chroma image adjustment is determined by

equations (17)-(19):

[00249] F[x,y]=l+ (H2-L2)/(Hl-Ll)*X*G[x,y]*(l-G[x,y])) (17)

[00250] The saturation factor, F[x,y], in equation (17) is used in some embodiments to

adjust the chroma of a pixel at coordinates [x,y] as shown in equation (19), below. L I is a luma

value that is dimmer than 99.5% of the pixels in the composite image 1370 (of Figure 13A or

Figure 13B). HI is a luma value that is brighter than 99.5% of the pixels in the composite image

1370. L2 is a luma value that is dimmer than 99.5% of the pixels in the normally exposed luma

image 1320B. H2 is a luma value that is brighter than 99.5% of the pixels in the normally

exposed luma image 1320B. X is a saturation factor (e.g., 1.2) that is different in different



embodiments and can be changed (e.g., by the user or the mobile device) in some embodiments.

In some embodiments, the percentiles used to calculate the histogram stretching factor may be

different than those shown above. G[x,y] is the value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

Gaussian blurred composite 1350. The factor G*(l-G) is maximized when G=0.5 and minimized

when G=l or G=0. Accordingly, using the Gaussian blurred composite 1350 in this way boosts

the chroma values of those parts of the image that have midtone lumas more than the chroma

values of those parts of the image that have bright or dark pixels. Boosting the colors of the

midtone pixels provides a different final image than uniformly boosting the color.

[00251] In some embodiments, the composite chroma is normalized (at 1460) by dividing

the chroma values by a normalization factor generated using the following equation:

[00252] N[x,y] = (Eb*Mb[x,y]) + (En*Mn[x,y]) + (Eu*Mu[x,y]) (18)

[00253] The normalization factor, N[x,y], in equation (18) is used in some embodiments

to adjust the chroma of a pixel at coordinates [x,y] as shown in equation (1 ). Eb is an exposure

scaling factor for the overexposed chroma channel image 1520C. En and Eu are the exposure

scaling factors for the normal chroma channel image 1520B and underexposed chroma channel

image 1520A, respectively. Mb[x,y] represents the value of the overexposure mask 1330C at

coordinates [x,y]. Mn[x,y] and Mu[x,y] represent the values of the normal exposure mask 1330B

and underexposure mask 1330A, respectively.

[00254] Accordingly, in some embodiments, the final composite chroma channel image

1530 is determined by the following equation:

[00255] Cf[x,y]=Cc[x,y] * F[x,y]/N[x,y] (19)

[00256] In equation (19), Cf[x,y] is the chroma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in

the composite chroma channel image 1530 (after saturation). N[x,y] is a normalization factor

(e.g., the normalization factor from equation (18)) used to divide the chroma values of the

composite chroma image. Cc[x,y] is the chroma value of the pixel at coordinates [x,y] in the

composite chroma channel image 1530. F[x,y] is a saturation factor (e.g., the saturation factor

from equation (17)) used to multiply the chroma of a pixel at coordinates [x,y]. In embodiments

that make these adjustments, the adjustments produce the final composite chroma channel image

1530. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that some embodiments that use equation

(19) calculate F[x,y] or N[x,y] using different equations from equations (17) and (18).



[00257] The process 1400 then determines (at 1470) whether there is another chroma

channel image to composite. If there is another chroma channel to composite (e.g., if the process

1400 has finished compositing the Cb chroma image, but not the Cr chroma image, then it will

adjust the Cr chroma image), the process 1400 returns to operation 1420 to apply the masks to

the new chroma channel images. In some embodiments, the individual operations are performed

in turn on each chroma channel image rather than performing operations 1420-1460 on one

chroma channel image and then performing 1420-1460 on the other chroma channel image. The

process 1400 is performed on all chroma channels in some embodiments.

[00258] While the above chroma related equations describe the compositing of chroma

components of images that have the same resolution as the corresponding luma (or luminance)

components of the images, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that in some

embodiments, the chroma components of the images have a different resolution than the luma (or

luminance) components of the images. In some such embodiments, the masks are adjusted to

account for the differences in the resolution. For example, some embodiments employ a 4:2:2

format with each pixel in the chroma component of the image corresponding to two horizontally

adjacent pixels in the luma/luminance component of the image. Because the masks of some

embodiments have the same resolution as the luma/luminance components of the image, each

pixel in a chroma component of the image corresponds to two horizontally adjacent pixels in the

corresponding mask. In some such embodiments, the value of a chroma pixel of an image is

weighted by the average value of the corresponding pair of horizontally adjacent pixels in the

corresponding mask. In other such embodiments, the value of a chroma pixel is weighted by the

value of one or the other of the corresponding pair of horizontally adjacent pixels in the mask

(e.g., the value of the leftmost pixel of the pair). Similarly, some embodiments use a 4:2:0

format, in which each chroma pixel corresponds to a two-by-two square of pixels in the

luma/luminance component (and in the masks). In some such embodiments, the value of a

chroma pixel is weighted by the average value of the corresponding four pixels in the mask. In

other such embodiments, the value of a chroma pixel is weighted by the value of one of the four

corresponding pixels in the mask (e.g., the value of the upper-left pixel of the four).

Alternatively, in some embodiments, the compositing of the chroma components is performed at

the resolution of the mask, generating a composite chroma component with the same resolution



as the composite luma/luminance component. In some such embodiments, the composite chroma

component is converted back to the resolution of the original chroma component at some point.

[00259] The compositing module of some embodiments joins the final luma image 1380

(of Figure 13A or Figure 13B) and each channel of the final composite chroma channel image

1530 (of Figure 15) to produce a final HD image. Alternatively, the compositing module in

some embodiments converts the final luma image 1380 and the final composite chroma channel

image 1530 to an RGB format (e.g., sRGB) to produce a final HDR image.

D. Adjusting for Exposure Conditions

[00260] The mobile devices of some embodiments automatically adjust the exposure time

of the normally exposed images to account for the local lighting conditions at the time that the

mobile device is taking images. In some embodiments, the exposure time is the time between

refreshes of the CMOS sensor of the camera. The mobile device compensates for lower lighting

conditions by increasing the exposure time of the normal duration exposure. In some such

embodiments, the mobile device also has an upper limit on the duration of an exposure. The

exposure duration for the overexposed image in some embodiments is a multiple of the normal

exposure duration (e.g., four times the normal exposure duration). In low light conditions, the

increased duration of the normal exposure and the default multiplier for the exposure time of the

overexposed image may result in an exposure time for the overexposed image that is longer than

the upper limit allowed by the mobile device. To adjust for these conditions, some embodiments

use an exposure multiplier for the overexposed image that is lower than the default value (e.g., a

multiplier of 2 rather than the default multiplier of 4). The compositing processes of some

embodiments increase the scaling factor Eb accordingly.

[00261] In some cases, the light is so dim that the normal exposure duration is at or near

the upper limit of allowed exposure times. In such cases, the overexposure duration is forced to

be no longer than the same length (or almost the same length) as the normal exposure duration.

The mobile device of some embodiments takes the overexposed image for the same amount of

time (or for almost the same amount of time) as the normally exposed image and performs the

compositing anyway. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that in cases where the

normally exposed image and the overexposed image are taken with the same exposure duration

the images could be referred to as two normally exposed images rather than as a normally

exposed image and an overexposed image.



[00262] In cases where the normal exposure duration is the maximum allowed exposure of

the mobile device, some embodiments composite two normally exposed images taken with the

same exposure duration in order to reduce noise levels in the final image. In cases where the

normal exposure duration is near the maximum allowed exposure of the mobile device, the

overexposed image is taken with an exposure duration which is only slightly longer than the

exposure duration of the normally exposed image. Because of the low ratio of exposure

durations, the overexposed image in such a case does not increase the dynamic range as much as

it ordinarily would. However, some embodiments composite the overexposed image and the

normally exposed image for the small increase in dynamic range and/or to reduce noise levels in

the final image.

[00263] In embodiments that limit the exposure duration, the scaling factor Eb is increased

in accord with the changed ratio of exposure times when the overexposure duration is capped. In

some of the same or other embodiments, the mobile device uses a flash while taking the

overexposed image and does not use the flash while taking the normally exposed image in order

to compensate for the lack of a longer exposure time for the overexposed image. In some

embodiments, the flash is used when the normal exposure duration is within some particular

threshold of the maximum exposure duration. For example, in some embodiments, the flash is

used when the normal exposure duration is more than 50% of the maximum exposure duration.

In other embodiments, other percentages are used as the threshold. In some embodiments, when

the normal exposure duration is above the threshold, the overexposure duration is set to the

maximum exposure duration (e.g., a lower multiple of the normal exposure duration than would

be used in brighter lighting conditions) and the flash is used for the overexposed duration, but

not the normal duration or the underexposed duration. In some embodiments, in cases where the

flash is used, the mobile device captures and composites the overexposed and normally exposed

images, but does not capture an underexposed image and/or does not composite an underexposed

image with the other two images.

[00264] The mobile devices of some embodiments have a lower limit on the length of an

exposure. In such embodiments, in bright light conditions, the default multiplier for the exposure

time of the underexposed image may result in an exposure time shorter than the lower limit that

the mobile device allows. In some such embodiments, the underexposed image uses an exposure

multiplier higher than it otherwise would (e.g., an exposure multiplier of 1/2 rather than a default



exposure multiplier of 1/4). In some cases, the light is so bright that the normal exposure time is

at the lower limit of allowed exposure times. In such cases, the underexposure is taken for the

same amount of time as the normally exposed image (resulting in two normally exposed images)

and used in the compositing in order to reduce noise levels in the final image. Tn some such

embodiments, the scaling factor Eu is decreased in accord with the changed ratio of exposure

times.

[00265] While the description of many of the embodiments described herein referred to

taking and compositing three images (e.g., an underexposed image, a normally exposed image,

and an overexposed image), one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that in other

embodiments other numbers of images can be taken and/or composited. For example, some

embodiments composite two images (e.g., an underexposed image and a normally exposed

image) instead of three images.

[00266] Furthermore, some embodiments take different numbers of images depending on

the lighting conditions. For example, some such embodiments composite three images when the

mobile device is capturing images of a scene with both dark areas and light areas and composite

two images when the mobile device is capturing images with little or no dark areas or little or no

bright areas. When a scene has little or no dark areas, some such embodiments composite a

normally exposed image and an underexposed image. When a scene has little or no bright areas,

some such embodiments composite a normally exposed image and an underexposed image.

Some such embodiments use a histogram of one or more images (e.g., a preview image) to

determine whether a scene has little or no bright areas or little or no dark areas. Some

embodiments that composite two images when either bright or dark areas are small or absent still

use three images when both bright and dark areas are small or absent (i.e., a scene that is

predominantly midtones). Alternatively, rather than excluding types of images based on qualities

of the individual areas of a scene to be captured, some embodiments exclude the overexposed

image when capturing scenes that are above a certain total light level and some embodiments

exclude the underexposed image when capturing scenes that are below a certain total light level.

[00267] While the above descriptions included the term "image" or "images" for many

sets of data (e.g., Gaussian blurred image, shadow-boosted image, overexposed image, etc.), one

of ordinary skill in the art will understand that in some embodiments, the data in these "images"

is not displayed in a visual form in the normal course of practicing the embodiment. In such



embodiments, the data in the "images" is used to manipulate and adjust other data that ultimately

is displayed in visual form. Some embodiments display only the final product, the HDR image.

However, other embodiments display one or more of the other images as well as the final HDR

image.

[00268] The embodiments that combine one flash illuminated image with one or more

non-flash illuminated images allow the device's HDR image capture mode to operate in

conjunction with the device's flash mode. Other embodiments, however, only allow the device to

operate in either the flash mode or the HDR mode. Accordingly, when the automatic flash mode

is enabled, these embodiments disable the HDR image capture mode.

E. Image Formats

[00269] Many of the embodiments described above are described in terms of one or more

image formats. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that different embodiments

provide and manipulate images in different formats. In some embodiments, color images are

provided as three channels of information, such as a luma channel and two chroma channels.

One color format used for this type of information is the Y'CbCr (luma, blue-chroma, and red-

chroma) color format. The camera function of the mobile device of some embodiments

automatically provides the images in a Y'CbCr format. Light sensors (e.g., a charge coupled

device) of the mobile device measure the intensity of light that reaches each sensor and generate

a luminance value (Y) proportional to the intensity. The mobile device generates the Y'

component of the image by taking luminance data received from light sensors of the camera and

applying a gamma correction to the luminance data (e.g. mathematically raising the luminance

value to some power such as 1/2.2).

[00270] In the Y'CbCr format, the luma (Υ ') channel carries the brightness information of

the image; the Cb (sometimes written in outside references as CB) channel carries the

information on how much the blue values of the image differ from the luma (Υ ') value; and the

Cr (sometimes written in outside references as C R) channel carries the information on how much

the red values of the image differ from the luma (Υ ') value. Effectively, the luma channel (Υ ')

provides a black & white (and grey) image and the chroma channels (Cb and Cr) add color to the

image. In some embodiments, the scale of the Y'CbCr values can be changed arbitrarily. For the

calculations described herein, the luma (Υ ') is scaled to a maximum of 1 and a minimum of 0 for

the calculations and the chroma (Cb & Cr) are scaled from -0.5 to 0.5. However, other scales are



possible within the scope of some embodiments. For example, luma (Υ ') is scaled from 0 to 255

in some embodiments. Other embodiments scale luma from 16 to 235 and scale chroma from 16

to 240. Other color formats, such as YUV, etc. are used in some embodiments.

[00271 ] Some mobile devices capture images in the YCbCr color format directly and then

convert the images to RGB images (e.g., standard RGB) or to Y'CbCr images. In some

embodiments, the operations described above are performed on the images as captured in

Y'CbCr format (with any necessary rescaling from the scale of the mobile device). In other

embodiments, the operations are performed on images initially received in an RGB format and

converted to Y'CbCr. The operations and mathematical equations below assume a Y'CbCr color

format, however other embodiments use other color formats (e.g., YUV, etc.). In some

embodiments with other color formats, the operations and equations are adjusted accordingly.

Similarly, some embodiments use luminance values rather than luma values when generating the

decimated images and the bitmaps used to align the images as described above.

[00272] While the processes and equations described above are described in terms of

specific image formats, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that the processes and

equations can be used on other image formats in some embodiments. For example, in some

places, the above description refers to luma data and in some places it refers to luminance data.

However, unless otherwise specified, the equations and processes described herein as applying to

luma values in some embodiments are applied to luminance values in other embodiments and

vice-versa. One of ordinary skill in the art will understand that luma and luminance are only two

examples of formats for image intensity data and that the described processes and equations

described herein in relation to luminance and luma can be applied in some embodiments to other

formats that store intensity information. For example, some embodiments perform the above

described operations on the red, blue, and green components of images in an RGB format, an

sRGB format, an R'G'B' format (i.e., a gamma corrected RGB format), or other formats that do

not provide intensity data and color data as separate components. Some embodiments that

perform such operations on red, blue, and green components convert between gamma corrected

and non-gamma corrected formats using the same operations described above or similar

operations.

[00273] Similarly, the equations and processes described herein as applying to chroma

data can be applied in some embodiments to other formats that store color data separately from



intensity data. Furthermore, although the description above points out some specific parts of

processes at which conversion from one format to another (e.g., luma to luminance or RGB to

luma) can take place, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that conversion from one

image format to another can take place at any stage or stages of the processes in some

embodiments.

VI. MOBILE DEVICE

[00274] Figure 16 is an example of a mobile computing device 1600 of some

embodiments. The implementation of a mobile computing device includes one or more

processing units 1605, memory interface 1610 and a peripherals interface 1615. Each of these

components that make up the computing device architecture can be separate components or

integrated in one or more integrated circuits. These various components can also be coupled

together by one or more communication buses or signal lines.

[00275] The peripherals interface 1615 couple to various sensors and subsystems,

including a camera subsystem 1620, a wireless communication subsystem(s) 1625, audio

subsystem 1630, I/O subsystem 1635, etc. The peripherals interface 1615 enables

communication between processors and peripherals. Peripherals such as an orientation sensor

1645 or an acceleration sensor 1650 can be coupled to the peripherals interface 1615 to facilitate

the orientation and acceleration functions.

[00276] The camera subsystem 1620 can be coupled to one or more optical sensors 1640

(e.g., a charged coupled device (CCD) optical sensor, a complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (capture modules) optical sensor) for one or more cameras of the device. In some

embodiments, the device has just one camera, while in other embodiments the device has more

than one (e.g., two) cameras. In some embodiments, the device has cameras on multiple sides of

the device (e.g., a camera on the front side of the device and a camera on the back side of the

device). The camera subsystem 1620 coupled with the sensors may facilitate camera functions,

such as image and/or video data capturing. Wireless communication subsystems 1625 may serve

to facilitate communication functions. Wireless communication subsystems 1625 may include

radio frequency receivers and transmitters, and optical receivers and transmitters. They may be

implemented to operate over one or more communication networks such as a GSM network, a

Wi-Fi network, Bluetooth network, etc. The audio subsystems 1630 is coupled to a speaker 1631



and a microphone 1632 to facilitate voice-enabled functions, such as voice recognition, digital

recording, etc.

[00277] I/O subsystem 1635 involves the transfer between input/output peripheral devices,

such as a display, a touch screen, etc., and the data bus of the CPU through the peripherals

interface 1615. I/O subsystem 1635 can include a touch-screen controller 1655 and other input

controllers 1660 to facilitate these functions. Touch-screen controller 1655 can be coupled to the

touch screen 1665 and detect contact and movement on the screen using any of multiple touch

sensitivity technologies. Other input controllers 1660 can be coupled to other input/control

devices, such as one or more buttons.

[00278] Memory interface 1610 can be coupled to memory 1670, which can include high

speed random access memory and/or non-volatile memory such as flash memory. Memory can

store an operating system (OS) 1672. The OS 1672 can include instructions for handling basic

system services and for performing hardware dependent tasks.

[00279] Memory can also include communication instructions 1674 to facilitate

communicating with one or more additional devices; graphical user interface instructions 1676 to

facilitate graphical user interface processing; image processing instructions 1678 to facilitate

image related processing and functions; phone instructions 1680 to facilitate phone-related

processes and functions; media exchange and processing instructions 1682 to facilitate media

communication and processing-related processes and functions; camera instructions 1684 to

facilitate camera-related processes and functions; and HDR image generation instructions 1686

to facilitate in the HDR generation processes and functions. The above identified instructions

need not be implemented as separate software programs or modules. Various functions of mobile

computing device can be implemented in hardware and/or in software, including in one or more

signal processing and/or application specific integrated circuits.

[00280] Figure 17 illustrates a touch I/O device. The above-described embodiments may

include the touch I/O device 1701 that can receive touch input for interacting with computing

system 1703, as shown in Figure 17, via wired or wireless communication channel 1702. Touch

I/O device 1701 may be used to provide user input to computing system 1703 in lieu of or in

combination with other input devices such as a keyboard, mouse, etc. One or more touch I/O

devices 1701 may be used for providing user input to computing system 1703. Touch I/O device



1701 may be an integral part of computing system 1703 (e.g., touch screen on a laptop) or may

be separate from computing system 1703.

[00281] Touch I/O device 1701 may include a touch sensitive panel which is wholly or

partially transparent, semitransparent, non-transparent, opaque or any combination thereof.

Touch I/O device 1701 may be embodied as a touch screen, touch pad, a touch screen

functioning as a touch pad (e.g., a touch screen replacing the touchpad of a laptop), a touch

screen or touchpad combined or incorporated with any other input device (e.g., a touch screen or

touchpad disposed on a keyboard) or any multi-dimensional object having a touch sensitive

surface for receiving touch input.

[00282] In one example, touch I/O device 1701 embodied as a touch screen may include a

transparent and/or semitransparent touch sensitive panel partially or wholly positioned over at

least a portion of a display. According to this embodiment, touch I/O device 1701 functions to

display graphical data transmitted from computing system 1703 (and/or another source) and also

functions to receive user input. In other embodiments, touch I/O device 1701 may be embodied

as an integrated touch screen where touch sensitive components/devices are integral with display

components/devices. In still other embodiments a touch screen may be used as a supplemental

or additional display screen for displaying supplemental or the same graphical data as a primary

display and receiving touch input.

[00283] Touch I/O device 1701 may be configured to detect the location of one or more

touches or near touches on device 1701 based on capacitive, resistive, optical, acoustic,

inductive, mechanical, chemical measurements, or any phenomena that can be measured with

respect to the occurrences of the one or more touches or near touches in proximity to device

1701. Software, hardware, firmware or any combination thereof may be used to process the

measurements of the detected touches to identify and track one or more gestures. A gesture may

correspond to stationary or non-stationary, single or multiple, touches or near touches on touch

I/O device 1701. A gesture may be performed by moving one or more fingers or other objects in

a particular manner on touch I/O device 1701 such as tapping, pressing, rocking, scrubbing,

twisting, changing orientation, pressing with varying pressure and the like at essentially the same

time, contiguously, or consecutively. A gesture may be characterized by, but is not limited to a

pinching, sliding, swiping, rotating, flexing, dragging, or tapping motion between or with any



other finger or fingers. A single gesture may be performed with one or more hands, by one or

more users, or any combination thereof.

[00284] Computing system 1703 may drive a display with graphical data to display a

graphical user interface (GUT). The GUT may be configured to receive touch input via touch T/O

device 1701. Embodied as a touch screen, touch I/O device 1701 may display the GUI.

Alternatively, the GUI may be displayed on a display separate from touch I/O device 1701. The

GUI may include graphical elements displayed at particular locations within the interface.

Graphical elements may include but are not limited to a variety of displayed virtual input devices

including virtual scroll wheels, a virtual keyboard, virtual knobs, virtual buttons, any virtual UI,

and the like. A user may perform gestures at one or more particular locations on touch I/O device

1701 which may be associated with the graphical elements of the GUI. In other embodiments,

the user may perform gestures at one or more locations that are independent of the locations of

graphical elements of the GUI. Gestures performed on touch I/O device 1701 may directly or

indirectly manipulate, control, modify, move, actuate, initiate or generally affect graphical

elements such as cursors, icons, media files, lists, text, all or portions of images, or the like

within the GUI. For instance, in the case of a touch screen, a user may directly interact with a

graphical element by performing a gesture over the graphical element on the touch screen.

Alternatively, a touch pad generally provides indirect interaction. Gestures may also affect non-

displayed GUI elements (e.g., causing user interfaces to appear) or may affect other actions

within computing system 1703 (e.g., affect a state or mode of a GUI, application, or operating

system). Gestures may or may not be performed on touch I/O device 1701 in conjunction with a

displayed cursor. For instance, in the case in which gestures are performed on a touchpad, a

cursor (or pointer) may be displayed on a display screen or touch screen and the cursor may be

controlled via touch input on the touchpad to interact with graphical objects on the display

screen. In other embodiments in which gestures are performed directly on a touch screen, a user

may interact directly with objects on the touch screen, with or without a cursor or pointer being

displayed on the touch screen.

[00285] Feedback may be provided to the user via communication channel 1702 in

response to or based on the touch or near touches on touch I/O device 1701. Feedback may be

transmitted optically, mechanically, electrically, olfactory, acoustically, or the like or any

combination thereof and in a variable or non-variable manner.



[00286] These functions described above can be implemented in digital electronic

circuitry, in computer software, firmware or hardware. The techniques can be implemented using

one or more computer program products. Programmable processors and computers can be

included in or packaged as mobile devices. The processes and logic flows may be performed by

one or more programmable processors and by one or more programmable logic circuitry.

General and special purpose computing devices and storage devices can be interconnected

through communication networks.

[00287] Some embodiments include electronic components, such as microprocessors,

storage and memory that store computer program instructions in a machine-readable or

computer-readable medium (alternatively referred to as computer-readable storage media,

machine-readable media, or machine-readable storage media). Some examples of such computer-

readable media include RAM, ROM, read-only compact discs (CD-ROM), recordable compact

discs (CD-R), rewritable compact discs (CD-RW), read-only digital versatile discs (e.g., DVD-

ROM, dual-layer DVD-ROM), a variety of recordable/rewritable DVDs (e.g., DVD-RAM,

DVD-RW, DVD+RW, etc.), flash memory (e.g., SD cards, mini-SD cards, micro-SD cards, etc.),

magnetic and/or solid state hard drives, read-only and recordable Blu-Ray® discs, ultra density

optical discs, any other optical or magnetic media, and floppy disks. The computer-readable

media may store a computer program that is executable by at least one processing unit and

includes sets of instructions for performing various operations. Examples of computer programs

or computer code include machine code, such as is produced by a compiler, and files including

higher-level code that are executed by a computer, an electronic component, or a microprocessor

using an interpreter.

[00288] While the above discussion primarily refers to microprocessor or multi-core

processors that execute software, some embodiments are performed by one or more integrated

circuits, such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate

arrays (FPGAs). In some embodiments, such integrated circuits execute instructions that are

stored on the circuit itself.

[00289] As used in this specification and any claims of this application, the terms

"computer", "server", "processor", and "memory" all refer to electronic or other technological

devices. These terms exclude people or groups of people. For the purposes of the specification,

the terms display or displaying means displaying on an electronic device. As used in this



specification and any claims of this application, the terms "computer readable medium,"

"computer readable media," "machine readable medium," or "machine readable media" are

entirely restricted to tangible, physical objects that store information in a form that is readable by

a computer, computing device, or other electronic device with one or more processing units.

These terms exclude any wireless signals, wired download signals, and any other ephemeral

signals.

[00290] While the invention has been described with reference to numerous specific

details, one of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the invention can be embodied in other

specific forms without departing from the spirit of the invention. For instance, while several

embodiments are described above for mobile devices, one of ordinary skill in the art will realize

that the device in other embodiments might be a non-mobile device such as a desktop computer.

[00291] In addition, a number of the figures (including Figures 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 14)

conceptually illustrate processes. The specific operations of these processes may not be

performed in the exact order shown and described. The specific operations may not be performed

in one continuous series of operations, and different operations may be performed in different

embodiments. Furthermore, the process could be implemented using several sub-processes, or as

part of a larger macro process. Also, operations that appear sequentially may be performed in an

interlaced manner. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art would understand that the invention is

not to be limited by the foregoing illustrative details, but rather is to be defined by the appended

claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A non-transitory machine readable medium of a device that captures images, the

medium storing a program that when executed by at least one processing unit captures an image

of a high dynamic range (HD ) scene, the program comprising sets of instructions for:

capturing and storing a plurality of images at a first exposure level;

upon receiving a command to capture the HDR scene, capturing a first image at a

second exposure level and a second image at a third exposure level;

selecting a third image from the captured plurality of images; and

compositing the first, second, and third images to produce a composite image that

captures the HDR scene.

2 . The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the set of instructions for

selecting the third image from the plurality of images comprises a set of instructions for selecting

an image in the plurality of images that was captured immediately before receiving the command

to capture the HDR scene.

3 . The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the set of instructions for

selecting the third image from the plurality of images comprises a set of instructions for selecting

an image in the plurality of images that (i) was captured within a time period before receiving the

command to capture the HDR scene, and (ii) was captured while the device moved less than a

threshold amount.

4 . The machine readable medium of claim 3, wherein the device has a circuit that

produces a plurality of different values related to the motion of the device at a plurality of

different instances in time, wherein the threshold amount relates to the values produced by the

circuit.

5 . The machine readable medium of claim 3, wherein the device has a circuit that

produces a plurality of different values related to the motion of the device at a plurality of

different instances in time, wherein the set of instructions for selecting the image comprises sets

of instructions for:

for each of a plurality of values produced by the circuit, computing a motion

parameter that expresses the motion of the device at an instance in time;

correlating each of the images captured within the time period to a motion



parameter;

selecting one image captured within the time period as the third image based on a

comparison of each motion parameter of each image captured within the time period to the

threshold amount.

6 . The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the set of instructions for

selecting the third image from the plurality of images comprises a set of instructions for selecting

a sharpest image of the plurality of images.

7 . The machine readable medium of claim 6, wherein the device has a circuit that

produces a plurality of different values related to the motion of the device at a plurality of

different instances in time, wherein the sharpest image from the plurality of images is the image

that was captured at an instance when the value produced by the circuit at that instance indicated

that the device moved the least.

8. The machine readable medium of claim 6, wherein the program further comprises

a set of instructions to perform digital signal processing on each of a group of images captured

and stored at the first exposure level, wherein the sharpest image from the plurality of images is

an image with highest frequency content.

9 . The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the first exposure level is a

normal exposure level, and one of the second and third exposure levels is an underexposed level

while the other of the second and third exposure levels is an overexposed level.

10. The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the first exposure level is an

overexposed level, and one of the second and third exposure levels is a normal exposure level

while the other of the second and third exposure level is an underexposed level.

11. The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the first exposure level is an

underexposed level, and one of the second and third exposure levels is a normal exposure level

while the other of the second and third exposure level is an overexposed level.

1 . The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the program further comprises

a set of instructions for capturing lighting conditions of the scene, wherein the exposure levels

are based on the captured lighting conditions

13. The machine readable medium of claim 12, wherein the program further

comprises a set of instructions for computing the first exposure level from the captured lighting

condition, and computing the second and third exposure levels from the first exposure level.



14. The machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein the second image exposure

duration is a first multiple of the first image exposure duration and the third image exposure

duration is a second multiple of the first image exposure duration.

15. The machine readable medium of claim 14, wherein the program further

comprises a set of instructions for computing the first multiple and the second multiple based on

at least one histogram of at least one of the plurality of images.

16. The machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein the set of instructions for

capturing the lighting conditions comprises a set of instructions for analyzing at least one of the

plurality of images to identify the lighting conditions.

17. The machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein the set of instructions for

capturing the lighting conditions comprises a set of instructions for analyzing a signal produced

by a circuit of the device that quantifies the lighting conditions.

18. The machine readable medium of claim 1, wherein the set of instructions for

capturing the plurality of images comprises sets of instructions for:

upon entering an HD mode, capturing the plurality of images and storing each of

the plurality of images in a storage of a device before receiving the HDR capture command; and

upon entering the HDR mode, computing the second and third exposure levels

and notifying a controller of the device to be ready to capture second and third images at the

second and third exposure levels upon receipt of the HDR capture command.

19. A non-transitory machine readable medium of a device that captures images, the

medium storing a program that when executed by at least one processing unit captures an image

of a high dynamic range (HDR) scene, the program comprising sets of instructions for:

upon entering an HDR mode, capturing a plurality of images and analyzing the

images to determine at least one of first, second, and third exposure levels;

upon receiving a command to capture the HDR scene, capturing a first image at

the first exposure level, a second image at the second exposure level, and a third image the third

exposure level;

compositing the first, second, and third images to produce a composite image that

captures the HDR scene.

20. The machine readable medium of claim 19, wherein the first exposure level is a

normal exposure level, and one of the second and third exposure levels is an underexposed level



while the other second or third exposure level is an overexposed level.

21. The machine readable medium of claim 1 , wherein the first exposure level is an

overexposed level, and one of the second and third exposure levels is a normal exposure level

while the other second or third exposure level is an underexposed level.

22. The machine readable medium of claim 19, wherein the first exposure level is an

underexposed level, and one of the second and third exposure levels is a normal exposure level

while the other second or third exposure level is an overexposed level.

23. The machine readable medium of claim 19, wherein the set of instructions for

analyzing the plurality of images comprises a set of instructions for analyzing the plurality of

images to capture lighting conditions of the scene and computing at least one exposure level

from the captured lighting condition.

24. The machine readable medium of claim 23, wherein the computed exposure level

is the first exposure level, wherein the program further comprises a set of instructions for

computing the second and third exposure levels from the first exposure level.

25. The machine readable medium of claim 24, wherein the second image exposure

duration is a first multiple of the first image exposure duration and the third image exposure

duration is a second multiple of the first image exposure duration.

26. The machine readable medium of claim 25, wherein the program further

comprises a set of instructions for computing the first multiple and the second multiple based on

at least one histogram of at least one of the plurality of images.

27. The machine readable medium of claim 19, wherein the set of instructions for

capturing the lighting conditions comprises a set of instructions for analyzing a signal produced

by a circuit of the device that quantifies the lighting conditions.

28. The machine readable medium of claim 19, wherein the set of instructions for

capturing the plurality of images comprises sets of instructions for:

computing first, second and third exposure levels;

directing a controller of the device to be ready to capture three images at the first,

second and third exposure levels upon receipt of the HDR capture command.

29. A non-transitory machine readable medium of a device that captures images, the

medium storing program that when executed by at least one processing unit captures an image of

a scene that is dark, the program comprising sets of instructions for:



receiving a command to capture an image;

capturing a first image captured at a first exposure duration;

illuminating the scene with a flash light source while capturing a second image at

a second exposure duration that is at least as long as the first exposure duration;

compositing the first and second images to generate a third composite image.

30. The machine readable medium 29, wherein the third composite image has a

higher dynamic range than the second image that was captured with the flash light source

illuminated.

31. The machine readable medium of claim 29, wherein the second exposure duration

is longer than the first exposure duration.

32. The machine readable medium of claim 29, wherein the set of instructions for

illuminating the scene with the flash light source comprises a set of instructions for activating the

flash light source only when the first exposure duration is longer than a threshold value.

33. The machine readable medium of claim 32, wherein the threshold value is a

particular fraction of a maximum exposure duration of the mobile device.

34. The machine readable medium of claim 32, wherein the program further

comprises sets of instructions for:

setting the second exposure duration to a multiple of the first exposure duration;

and

reducing the multiple when the first exposure duration is longer than the threshold

value.

35. The machine readable medium of claim 29, wherein the set of instructions for

compositing the images comprises a set of instructions for weighting the second image less than

the first image when compositing the set of images.

36. A method of operating a device to capture an image of a high dynamic range

(HDR) scene, the method comprising:

upon the device entering an HDR mode, capturing and storing a plurality of

images at a first exposure level;

upon receiving a command to capture the HDR scene, capturing a first image at a

second exposure level;

selecting a second image from the captured plurality of images; and



compositing the first and second images to produce a composite image that

captures the HD scene.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein selecting the second image from the plurality of

images comprises selecting the second image from the plurality of images based on a set of

criteria.

38. The method of claim 36 further comprising:

analyzing at least one of the images in the captured plurality of images to

determine lighting conditions within the scene;

when it is determined that a first set of lighting conditions exists, capturing only

the first image after receiving a command to capture the HDR scene;

when it is determined that a second set of lighting conditions exists, capturing the

first image and capturing a third image at a third exposure level upon receiving a command to

capture the HDR scene;

wherein the compositing the first and second images comprises compositing the

first, second and third images to produce the composite image when the second set of lighting

conditions exists.

39. A method of operating a device to capture an image in low light conditions, the

method comprising:

capturing and storing a plurality of images at a first exposure level;

analyzing at least one of the images in the captured plurality of images to

determine that the device is operating in low light conditions;

upon receiving a command to capture an image, compositing first and second

images that capture the same scene at the same exposure level in order to produce a composite

image with reduced noise.

40. The method of claim 39, wherein the first image is an image from the plurality of

images and the second image is an image captured after receiving the command to capture the

image.

41. The method of claim 39 further comprising capturing a third image at a second

exposure level different from the first exposure level upon receiving the command to capture an

image, wherein compositing the first and second images comprises compositing the first, second

and third images to produce the composite image.
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Thi s Internati onal Searchi ng Authori t y found mul t i pl e (groups of)
i nventi ons i n thi s i nternati onal appl i cati on , as fol l ows :

1. c l aims : 1-28, 36-38

Composi t e image capturi ng for HDR scene

1. 1. c l aims : 1-18, 36-38

(see al so i .a. [ 0084-0086, 00265-00266 ] ) : rel ate t o
sel ecti ng an image from a pl ural i t y of images captured at a
f i rst exposure l evel i n order t o be combi ned wi t h another
image captured at a second exposure (and i n case of c l aim 1,
al so a further image captured at a thi r d exposure l evel )
i nto a composi t e image that captures an HDR scene.

1. 2 . c l aims : 19-28

(see al so i .a. [0085 ,0087] ) : rel ate t o analyzi ng a pl ural i t y
of images t o determi ne at l east one of three exposure l evel s
i n order t o capture three images at sai d three exposure
l evel s and t o combi ne them i nto a composi t e image of an HDR

scene

2 . c l aims : 29-35

(see al so i .a. [00263] ) : rel ate t o i l l umi nati ng a scene that
i s dark wi t h a f l ash l i ght source whi l e capturi ng a second
image at an exposure that i s at l east as l ong as a f i rst
exposure durati on of a f i rst image, and combi ni ng the two
images

3 . c l aims : 39-41

(see al so i .a. [00262] ) : rel ate t o capturi ng f i rst and
second images of a l ow l i ght condi t i ons scene at the same
exposure l evel and combi ni ng them t o produce a composi t e
image wi t h reduced noi se, as wel l as determi ni ng that the
devi ce i s operati ng i n l ow l i ght condi t i ons based on
analyzi ng at l east one of a pl ural i t y of images .
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